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This thesis deacribes the design, dcvc:lopmc:nt and testing of a personal computersy!tem to achedulc: basic training for Federal Armed Forc~ of Germany

(Bu,,~swehr)

conscripts. Each quarter 20,000 conscripts undergo three months of basic

training in over 100 different units, The training objectives fit in 450 training topics which
arc CWTmtJy schedu1ed in a time consuming manual process. An interactive PASCAL
program with a graphical user intetfacc hcwistically constructs a schedule and
accommodates manual changes. The heuristic uses a clock advancing selection algorithm
followed by an improvement algorithm. After pre-assigning topics that require a special
facility or instructor, the heuristic schedules the remaining topics while satisfYing all
prerequisites. Extensive testing of the program on realistic data shows thai the software
produces a high quality schedule with face Validity and requires less than ten minutes on an
mM 80486DX·2 6611Hz personal computer to construct a schedule for one quarlcr, It is
estimated thai quarterly dau entry, scheduh: review and revision with the program would
require 1.5 man-da)'s; this is a significant
ClUTent)y needed y,ithout the program
schedu[~

sa\1ng..~

compared to the 10 to 15 man-Wiys

Considering J00 units must produce a quant:J'))'

four times a year, the program would cut the Bundeswehr yearly scheduling effort

from between 4,000 and 6,000 man-Wiys to an estimated 600 man-Wiys

THESI S DISCLAIMER

The reader is cautioned thai computer programs lkveloped in this research may not
have been exercised for all cases ofinlen:st. While~' effOJ'l has been ItLlde, within the
time available, to ensure that the programs are free of computationaJ and logical errors,
they cannot be considered validated. Any application of these programs without additional

verification is at the risk of the user.
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EXECUTIVE SU MMARY
The Germany Anny (Bundeswehr) is a conscript force that drafts approximately
20,000 people quarterly to

IICtVC

for 12 months. During the first three months draftees

undergo basic training in IJlCcial basic training units and must satisfY morc than 450
training objectives. A Master Sergeant or Chief Master Sergeant currently schedules the

450 training objCCtMS for a company of these COlUCripts (approximately 150 soldiers), It
takes the schcduJtr approximately tv.'o 10 three weeks each quarter to manually penonn this
complicated duly. This time is valuable and keeps the soldier from pursuing his other
duties. For this reason a complete quarterly scheduJe is seldom developed. For most
quarters the fiB! three to four weeks are completed and the remaining scheduling is
perfonned on a week to week basis. 'This thesi.o; develops a computer program to quickly
and efficiently produce a quartt:rly schedule.

Producing a quaneriy schedule is a complicated and time-consuming task since it
must account for a number of constraints.

tvlany training objectives have inter-

dependencies or requirements for special instructors and facilities. These special instructors

(Security Prnmnnel, Medical

Personn e~

Military Priest, and Social Worker) and facilities

(Garrison Training Area, Firing Range, Gymnasium, and Obstacle Course) are scarce
resources and not always available_ The schedule should also have an appropriate mi\ of
lectures and physical activities. Legal and clerical holidays as well as possible days of leave
also increase the complexity of the schedule.
The program with a graphical user interface constructs a schedule using decision
rules similar to those the scheduler employs and accommodates manual changes. After
pre·assigning topics that require a special facility or instructor, the program schedules the
remaining topics while satisl\ing all prerequisites.

Before presenting the result to the

scheduler for e\,a1uation the program tries to improve its solution by testing local
interchanges of assignments.
The user can modify the computer calcui.1ted solution with additional help nom the
machine which rests whether requests for changes confonn to the requirements and
interdependencies. If the program detects possible violation.~ in the user request it alerts the
u~er and requires a confirmation before implementing the change

Exteruivc tccting of the program on realistic data ,hOM that the software produces
• high quality schedule with face validity and requires less than ten minutes on an

mM

80486DX-2 66}..fi-:Iz penonaJ computer to construct a schedule for one quarter.
It is estimated that quarterly data entry, schedule review and reWion with the
program would require 1.5 man-daYB; this is alignificant savings compared to the 10 to IS
man-day. CWTCntty needed without the program. Considering 100 units mwt produce a
quarterly schedule four times a year, the progrJrn would cut the Bundeswehr yearly
acheduling effort from between 4,000 and 6,000 nwt-days to an C5timated 600 man-days.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Germany Army (Bundeswehr) is a conscript force thaI drafts approximately
20,000 people quarterly to serve for 12 months. During the first three months draftees
undergo baMc training in special basic training units and must satisfy more than 450
training objectives. A Master Sergeant or Chief Master Sergeant cumntly schedules the
450 training objectives for a compmy of these conscripts (approximately 150 soldiers). It
takes the: scheduler approximately two to three weeks each quarter to manually perform this
complicated duty. Thl~ time is valuable and keeps the: soldier from pursuing his other

duties.

This thesis develops a computer program to quickly and efficiently produce a

q uarlcrlyschcdulc.

A B ACKGROlJND

The problem consists of assigning topics that comprise more than 450 objectives to
available time periods and in cases when all topics cannot be scheduled, deciding which
topics to leave out of the schedule. Each training objective is achieved in one or two time
periods. The length of a single period is 4S minutes from 0700 Wlti1 1700 hours and 60
minutes at all otheJ times. Interdependencies among the training topics and prerequisites
among them increase the ditliculty of scheduling.
The training objectives can be divided into four groups. The first consists of a large
track where each topic

buiJd~

on previous topics and interchanges in the sequence arc

nearly impossible. The second group (approximately 25 percent) has training objectives
\vith up to ten other topics as prerequisites. The ne:\.1 group (30 percent) has up to four or
five

prerequi~iles

and the fourth and last group (40 percent) has no prerequisites

The training objectives arc specified in the Catalog of Training Objectives (eTO)
(Hl?l?resamt. 1988). This catalog structures the topics into main groups that are named

according to a joint forces naming convention. A total of 14 different topic groups are
employed in basic training. Each group consists of mul tiple topics and can be identified by
a two-digit code. These groups, the number of topics and the time requirements are shown
in Table 1. The groups are not independent and a topic may have prerequisites in other
main groups; also topics from different groups may require the same training faciliti es. To
guide ll"LlIluai scheduling and enforce atieast to som e degree conformity in training over all

basic training units, the eTC provides a flowchart dtat outlines suggested scheduling of
topic groups or subgroups into sequences and also indicates prerequisite chains

(Heeresamt. 1988. Anlage I). It does not provide a fixed rcquimncnt in weeks and does
not have a time scale.

Main

T apic Main Group

Cod,

Number
l Ho~
of
Entries

General Combat Training For AU Branches

~ontifi"tion

1

Self Protection

01
02
03
04

88 1

135

22

27
2

•

4
13

22
4
TrauungWith WeaponI)' And Material of AU Branches
70
Gunn . Trainin With Handheld Wea ns And Live F .
09 1
31
10 1
Fotmation Trainin
II
12
14
3
General Knowledge About Troops And Organization
6
~1ilitarv Cure Of Souls And Character Guidance
15
Civic Education And Leadership
16
29
Military Security I Military Intelligence
20
13
21
General Services
99
145
150
TOTAL:
411
522
Table I. TopICS Breakdo"n In Mam Groups In the Catalog of Tr-ammg Objectives

06

O.

S""'"

15
3
35
26
20
3
3
23

Anti Tank Warfare! Identification and Formation Training, shov.ll in Table 1, have
more entries than hours to be scheduled because not all topics in these groups need to be
done. The company commander chooses topics in these groups according to his available
assets.
Certain topics have 10 be dom: at a special facility and nowhere else.

These

facilities arc usual key facilities that have linUtcd availability since they have to be shared
with other military units, T1tis

complicale~

the scheduling process on one hand but on the

other hand gives it a cenain structure. Five key training facilities arc identified in the CTO;
the other training can be done at company owned facilities . The key facilities v.ith their
codes (indices) used in the computcr program described in Chapter ill

ar~

shown in

Table 2.
Most of the training
which

allow~

i.~

done under the command and control of the platoon leader

for aU platoons to have most objectives scheduled

simu1taneous~

Nearly 20

pen;ent of the training. however, has to be done by the Company Commander or the

Master Sergeant of the Company which leads to scheduling conflicts because they can only

tram one platoon at a time.

Nonavailability of instructors in certain periods duc to other

commiancnts increases the oomplerity of the scheduling problem. Other topics have to be

given by special instructors who arc not company penonnel. This requires coordination.
The instructors identified in the CTO are shown in Table 3. For later usc the abbreviation
and the computer code is included .

Facility Type

Code Number
1
2

Garrison Training Area
F~:tmge

!. _

'wn I Athletic Field

~~:r~~~_~
~'~'~P~~l~____~____~
Table 2. Key Tralnmg F.c-IIIIIE'S

In

Position
Battalion Commander
~~yCorrunandCl"

CTO and ThE-lr Computer Rep~entation
Abbre~'iation

BtlCdr
CQCdr

ChiefMasterSerg~ _ CM~

Code Number
0
1_ _

~

!

~~crg~t-- ~t~~_
~Priest

I
MilPriest
MedjcaiPej:;;~~~ledPers

5
6 ___

,

~~r~ J~W~~ _
I S2 Personal
I
SecPers
8
Table 3: Instructor Personnel ~Ith AbbrfvlatlOns and C omputer Representation

T

Additional lower priority restriction~, such as providing an appropriate daily mix of
theoretical and practical instructions and ensuring special

phy~ical

training does not happen

directly after a meal break, have 10 be incofTloratcd as weU. To facilitate the observation of
those restrictions each topic is given an identifier that specifies whether the topic is a
practical (manual) exercise or a lcctw"e.
The whole schedule is currently produced by hand in a labor and time intcnsiv"
prrn;ess. After the eX1emal training facilities have been assigned, the company commander
gives a rough outline of his intentions to the scheduler, who then sits down and tries to
im;orporate all requirements and restrictions into a feasible schedule for the platoons

After producing what he thinks is a feasible schedule, the result is reviewed by the

rompany comrnmder and the platoon leaders. If they find topics they think could be
taught better at diffcrctlt periods, the Sergeant tries

00

incorporate these changes. Due: to

the complexity of the scheduling problem, incorporating changes while ensuring all
restricbons arc observed can be a time conswning process.

B. RELATED WORK
Models for scheduling or timetabling that appear in the ()pcrations Research
literature often deal with special situations and are tailored for the needs of the special user.
The most similar scheduling models are school or classroom models (Schmidt, 1979).
Those models focusing on classroom or comse scheduling deal with only a moderate
number of different topics and focus on one wec:1e The other weeks in a course sequence
are always assumed to be the same (de Wen-a, 1985 or Mulvey, 1982).

The main

emphasis in those models is to find a course scheduling combination that allows most
students to take their favorite combination and minimize the number of students who have
to switch courses.

These models employ either linear programming techniques (Lawrie,

1969) or graph coloring (Wood, 1969).
Another focus of available models is examination scheduling. Those a1goritluns try
to schedule exams such that no student has 10 take two in one day and other criterion are
met.

Other criterion are often specified by the policies of the institution that uses the

model.

Those models also have limited scope and deal with only a smaU number of

available time periods to schedule the exams, usually a week or at most two weeks
(Oakford, 1966 and Wood, 1968)
Justice (1993) looks at scheduling class sequences needed by soldiers in the U.S.
Marine Corps to qualify for an electronics communication specialty. The focus of his
scheduling problem was minirniring the time between different classes rather than
scheduling individual topics in the courses (the focus of this thesis).
None of the models published so far deals with a whole quarter with distinct topics
to be scheduled each day. On the other hand, trainees do not have individual schedules;
the trainees in each platoon have the same track. The complexity and difficulty of
scheduling is due to the large number of topics, the large number of possible assignmr:nts,
and ensuring the requirements and prerequisites are

sati.sfi~d

Most of the models found in literature wen: not designed for person.a1 computers.
Most models were written prior to the advent of penonal computing and were therefore
designed to execute on mainframe computers (as Leighton, 1979 and Romero, 1982). The
model developed here has to be used in the company that can only employ programs that
nut on personal computers.

C. HARDWARE AND SOFIW ARE CONSIDERA nONS

The primary goal is to develop a program that can solve the problem in a
reasonable time to convert a labor intensive manual task into a computer assisted one.
Secondly, it should work with the available hardware and softvolare, as described below. If
a high quality solution ,.annot be achieved with existing hardware and software, this
n:quiremcnt will be superseded by the primary goal.

As the solution ",ill show, the

problem can be solved on the existing equipment.
1. Hardware Availability
The available

hardwar~

is an

IB~...I-compatible

system with a 80386SX processor

and at most four Megabyte of random access memory (RAM). The system is equipped
with a fixed disk where

th~

capacil)-' depends on the date the system was fielded. The low

end systems have a storage capacity of only 40 \1egah)1es. The systems arc distributed as
stand-alone systems.

They have not and will not have in the near future a modem

01

access via a modem to a central computing facility . The attached printer is a dot-matrix
printer, either 9-pin or 24-pin, with a narrow carriage

Therefore,~'

printing in portrait

orientation is possible.
2. Softw:a re Availa bilit)
The given systems are DOS ba~ed using the Microsoft'" DOS 5.0 version of the
disk operating system. "\'0 systems arc equipped "'ith Windows and for the near future the
fielding of Windows for all systems cannot be expected.
wordprocessor, a

nos

They come equipped with a

database and a small drav.lng program.

No programming

languages c:xcept the supplied Basic are available: and there are no other application
programs_ The main use of the machine is that of a typewriter W1th storage capability.

D. USER PROFILE
The main user for this scheduling program is a Master Sergeant or Chief Master
Sergeant who has joined the armed services either as a long tenn vohmteer (12 to 15 years)
or as a professional.

His past experiences is ideally that of a platoon leader although

occasionally Sergeants without this experience get assigned to the position of Company
Squad Leader and Nuclear - Biological - Chemical - Defense Sergeant (NBC-Defense
Sgt.). The average time he spends on the job ranges fonn three to five years.
Computer knowledge is not a prerequisite for getting this assigrunent. In combat
and combat support branches, the computer is not widely used and thus there is no need to
train every soldier how to use one. Therefore, the new scheduler could have had no
exposure to computers, either in the military or cfvilian life.
B ecause of the potential lack of users' exposurt to computers, the scheduling
program must be easy to use; that is, it should ha\'e a low learning curve. The program
should also have a sufficient amount of internal error checking to suppon the
unsophisticated user and the no\;ce.

E. DATA

lbe data for the schedule and

thlL~

for the program can be classified into thrce

groups:
• unchanging data such as in the catalog of training objectives;
• sometimes changing data such as the basic weekly schedule and the number of
platoons per quaneI';
• qUarler~ ' changing data such as legal and clerical holidays, kcy facility
assignments, and instructor a\'ailability.
The training objectives in the eTO can be considered unchanging data. They could
be supplied with the distribution of the program. In the rare event the eTO or parts of it
change those changes should be maintained centrally. They should be handled on the same
level as changes in regulations.

The distribution of this data set with the program and

subsequent updates in the fonn of nonnal regulation maintenance and changing procedures
is the safest way to k.eep every single copy al the same level. Usffig this approach reduces
the computer knowledge a scheduler has to have.

ThlL~

the scheduler has no need to

bother with the way files arc stored and in what format they might be

~aved.

Some data that are not likely to change often are shared between quarters.
Although tile program sets them automatical1y, at tile: beginning of tile work on a new
quarter the scheduler may display and change them.

This reduces tile data input in

IUbsequent uses of the program and should not interfere with the work.

Although two

qUMters can be handled simultaneous]y, the reCAlculation of the cwrent qUMter at a time
when the data for the next quarter are all avai11ble is unlikely.

Usuany the data are

available three to four weeks prior to the beginning of the quarter. Therefore, the
reCAlculation of the current quarter does not provide a meaningful result because large
portions have already been executed and the schedules cannot be changed any more.
All the other data change every quarter. The legal and clerical holidays are not built
into the basic calendar. The regulations differ for all states in the Federal Republic of
Germany and this piece of information can be given by the user easily and quickly.

It

requires filling oniy one dialog box. Additionally, this provides the opportunity to supply
data in one inpul step about other days of/eave, special leave or leave for additional duty.
Mosl of the olher data has 10 he supplied by the user.

Due 10 the diversity of

garrison structures and regulations il is nol possible 10 provide a basic one-fits-a11 data sel
Follov.ring the idea of mission-type tactics, the company commander needs Ihe freedom 10
make basic training decisions and use the program as a decision aid and not as a controller
and reguJ..ltor.

II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
This chapter develops a mathematical description of the problem outlin<:d in
Chapter I. The description contains both the data structure IJ.M:d to implement the heuristic

as weD as an integer programming formulation.
Measures of effectiveness are defined; they arc used to evaluate the goodness of the
schedules thai

an: constructed.

A. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVEi'o'ESS

Any schedule thaI is produced by a person or by a machine has to be

~uated

for

quality. To make comparisons between results, common qu.mtified measures have to be
applied.

The users' subjective fe elings about a schedule cannot be easily taken into

account in evalu.ating a computer constructed solution. A single measure of effectivent:ss

(MDE) for the whole schedule does not seem appropriate due to the complexity of the
",k.
Some MOEs picked to measure the quaJily of a solution are simple counts. Other

MOEs involve more computation such as the penally for a topic thai could not be
scheduled being a unit less measure of the relative importance of a topic. Another MOE
uses the distances in periods from the eTO suggested

tim~

franle for a topic and the actual

period it is scheduled. The folloY>'ing summarizes th e MOEs'
• Sum of all penalties for topics that could not be scheduled (110 EI);
• Number of topics that could not be scheduled:
• Sum of the distances ber.... een the suggested pmods for scheduling and the
actuaJ pcriod a topic is scheduled
o for topics that do not need a special facility or external personnel (NIOE2),
o for topics on a Gamson Training Area (MOE2g),
o for topics on a Firing Range (MOE2t),
o for topics given by external instructors (~·lOE20);
• !\umber of topics scheduled outside the suggested periods for scheduling:
o for topics \hat do not need a special facility or external per.>onnel (MOE2),
o for topics on a Garrison Training Area (110E2g),
o for topics on a Firing Range (MO E20,
o for topics gyven by external instructors (MOE20):

• Number of OCCUJTCII.CCS when three topics of type leclW'e are consecutively
scheduled for the platoon (MOB).
The abbreviations in parenthesis are used in the program and are also featured in
reports given by the program (Appendix C).

The MOE's are incorporated into the

following mathematical description of the problem.

B. MODEL

The model description reflects data structures and solution mechanisms used

All

data used in the integer program are marked with a vertical bar ( \ ) on the left side. Other
data are necessary for data preparation and output.
Indices:
t:

topics

(t "" 1, 2, ..., Mf),

currently Mf = 450;

i:

instructors

(i = 1, 2, ... , Nl).

currently Nl

f:

facilities

(f = 1, 2, ... , },' F),

currently 1'..TF ""'" 5;

p :

periods

(p

pi:

platoons

(PI

Saturdays

1, 2, .. , 5; and

holidays

1,2, ... , 15.

h:

= 1,2, . ., MP),
=

I, 2, .. ., NP),

=

currently MP

8;

= 600;

currently NP = 3;

Given Data :
TL[t] : data structure that contains the eTO 's list of topics.
Each entry in the structure consists of the follov.lng information
TLlt}.CodeNumber
nine digit nwneric code for the topic,
TL{tlRunlndex
m'O digit running index of topics with
the same nwneric code,
TL{tJ .lnstructionType
one character for classificalion of
lecture or practical training (U, P), the
type ''If' for lecture results from the
Gennan " (/nterrichf' = "lecture",
TL[t].lnstructor
instructor index (possible values are
1,2, ... , orM), as gi\-'ell in Table 3,
TL{tJ .Duration
length of time to reach the training
objective: (1, 2, ... , or 7),
TL{tJ.DayTime
classification of daytime objective or
objective to
be taught
umkr
conditions of limited visibility (I), N) ,
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facility type (possible values
I, 2, .. ., or NF), as in Table 2,
classification of range length for
Firing lUng" (A, B, C, 0),
classification whether the topic has
been ~heduled at a fixed time by

1L{1].Facility
lL[I}.SubFacility

1L[t].FixedTime

"'"',
linked list of numeric codes specifying

TL[t].Prerequisite
TL{1]'Pcnalty

prerequisites for this topic,
. integer value for not using this topic
in scheduling (1,2, .. " 1(00),

lL[IJ.Earliesl

number of the earliest week topic t can
be scheduled, (from the flowchart in
the catalog of training objectives),
number of the latest week topic I can
be scheduled, (from the flowchart in
the catalog of training objectives),
Boolean entry for each platoon in an
array, 0 if topic has nol been
scheduled, 1 otherwise .

U(t].Latest

U[I].Scheduled[pl]

BSIPI,

basic weekly !lChedule for the company with start time and
end time for each period oflhe week (p '" 1, 2, ... , 46),
assignment of facility f for the company, supplied by user
and given in actual calendar dales and clock times
(reo 1, 2,. "' l'.'F),

availability of outside instructors and WllIvailabililY of
company instructors given in actual calendar dates and ~Iock
times (I '" 1,2, .. ., I'-1),

c

main calendar data for the quarter,
C .Anival
date of arrival for new conscript~.
C.DqJanure
date of departure for then trained conscriph,
C.Sat!sJ
dates for Saturdays and Sundays with du~
(s = I, 2, ,.. , 5),
C.Hol[h J
date~ v·/ith legal and clerical holidays in the
quancr as well as spccialleave dates
(h = 1,2, ... , 15)
requirements from division or batta.lion kve1 for topics in
the catalog given in thl;; format:
R.TopicCode
the nine digit codenumher of the topic.
R.Req
the requirement for this topic, i.e. : when to
teach, when not to teach, how often per wee\;

!1

special topics that arc not in the catalog of training
objectives, given as:
the date this topic has to take place,

S:

S.Date
S.Time
S.lnslrUctor
S.Title

the time of the day,
the inslrUclor who has to instruct this topic,
the title of the topic.

~

Pip] ,

total enumeration of an periods in the quarter from given
data in BS[p1 and F[f], thus only those periods that can be
scheduled are enumerated; in supplement to the index
naming the period the following information is kept
(p = 1, "" MP),
P[p).Datcs
the calendar date of period p,
P[p).Times
the time frame of period p,
P[p 1.DayTime
the daytime of the period, with differences
between periods in Summer or Winter half of
the yeM,
P[P1.DayOfWeek
the day of the week for period p.

Fac(fj :

period equivalent coding of data supplied by user in F[f],
with the following structure (f'" 1, 2, ... , NF):
Faclfj.SubFacility
range length coding for Firing Ranges
(A, B, C, D),
the periods the facility is available,
Fac[fl.Period
pointer to the next available period for
Fac[f].Next
facilityf.
For the integer program that follows, this
{FCapacity/f, p] :
is the number of platoons that can train in
facility f in period p. This can be fonned
from the Fac(fj data structure.}
period equivalent coding for the data about instru~tors
supplied by user in IIi] (l '" 1, 2, .. ., :Nl):
Ins[iJ.Period
the period instructor i is available, if out~ide
instructor, or not available otherwise,
Insli].Next
pointer to the next period infonnation for
instructor i
For the integer program that follows·, this
{ICapacitYI~ p]:
is the number of platoons that can be trained
by instructor i in period p. This can be
formed from the !ns[i] data structure.}

lns[i] :

RL :

requirement list coding from data R into period notation
with the format :
the nine digit numeric code of the 10pic,
RL. TopicCode
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RLOnlyAtPcriod
RL.NotAtPcriod
RL. No~foreThan

RL.AlLeasl

period number, if requiremenl that this topic
should be given only at certain periods,
period number, if requirement that this topic
should not to be given at certain periods,
a single number, if the topic should nol b!:
given more than thaI many times per week,
a single number, if the topic should be given
at least thai many times per w!:ek.

earliest starting period for topic 1, derived
TL[IJ.Earliesl (PI = t, ..., NP; I = 1, .... MT).

from

lalest starting period for topic 1, derived from l1..[tJ.Lalesl
(PI = 1, .. ., h'P; I = 1, ... , MT ).
Decision Variable:
I
S,hcd[, p~ pI '

Z[p~

pI '

I if topic t is scheduled to start for platoon pI al
period p, 0 othernise,
(1 = I, ... , rvfT; pl = I, ..., NP;p ; I, ... , MP)
1 if period p, p " I and p ... 2 all have a lecture topic
for platoon pi, 0 othcrnise,
(pI '" 1, "', 1\TP; P = I, ... , i\fP)

Fonnulation '

Mnimiz<

LL
p.'

Minllni"

,

TL['IPenn',,~ 1- L Sch'd[',PI,pj1
\

p

(1 1

I

L L( 1- L Sch,d[' ,PI,pjl
pi

r \.

p

(2)

)

'1inrnU" LL Li E[pi.lj - p)'Sdnd[',pl,Pj +
r p' p<fll-' t i

(3)

LL L lp- L[pl,'ji's,hed[',pl,Pj
.

prr,r!p.c

Minimize:L:L :L Scheci(l ,pl,p]-+ :LI :LSch<,d [l, pl, p)
P;

(4 )

,.1 , ro: ;r'-' l

'r<£j ,,':;

(5)

subject 10:

±

2: Sched[l,pl.p' ] ~ l

P·· P-!;:l' ]rw",,,.,,,p
':I

P '" 1. .... rvtI'; 1 such that ll~[IJ.lnslTUctor
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'"

PltLdr

(6)

'<ipl= I, ... NP;p=l, ... J\..1P

L

L

, u. nj'i·'..-.l'r i

pi

(7)

iSCh.d[l,pl,p']SFCapOCi'Y[f,p]
" · p-nj'i.n.-"",,,,+]
'<i p= 1, ... , MP;f""-l, ... , NF

(8)

~Schedlt,pl,p - ll"Cn[t ).Duration - I) +
• u.

nj'i.hoo ..... l)op .. u
~ Sched[t ,pl,prn[t ).Duration +

, •. ,. nj. I-rn. ..... l)op •• u
, u.

~ Sched[1 ,pf,p + Itn[t JDuration ...
7l!'I.w...... lYF.ou

, u.

nj'i. Jn.o"",l)op" u

LSchcd[',pl,p +2] $ (2+Z[pl,p]1
'<ipl'" I, ... NP; p

~

~

".1. nJI! ...... ~". ,

pi

1, .. . :'vlP-2

(9)

fSched[l,pl,p']o; lCapacity(i,p]
p-p-n!'i.rw.. ",""
\;I

Sched[t ,pl,p]s:

=

p '" 1, ... , MP;I ; I, .. , NI

(10)

:LSched[I',pl,p']
p·<,-Tli' i·r... ..""' H

'V

P = 2, 3, .. ., MP; pi '" 1, .. , }"'P; (1,t') s.t. t'

E:

TL{t].Prerequisite (II)

The first objective function. Equation (I), corresponds to MOEl and sums the
penalties for the topics that could not be scheduled. Equation (2) counts the total number
of topics not scheduled. The Equation (3) sums the absolute distances between the actual
period a topic is assigned to and the closest interval limit of the period numbers derived
from the flowchart in the eTa. Values in the interval incur no weight in this objective
function . This objective function corresponds to MOE2 and it~ subdivis.ions. Equation (4)
sums the actual number of topics scheduled outside the suggested timeframe. The last
objective function (5) counl~ the number of occurrences when three or more topics of
lecrure type are scheduled back to back

The first comtraint, Equation (6), allows each topic that requires an instructor who
is not the platoon leader to be scheduled only for a single platoon in a period. The next

constraint (7) ensures scheduling for exactly one topic in each period for a single platoon.
Equation (8) enforces that the facility required for a topic is available when the topic is
scheduled and allows only as many platoons on the facility as capacity available. The forth
constraint (9) lets the value in the array Z[pl, p j to I if three topics of the: same type are
ICheduled back to back. If more than three topics of lecture type aR: scheduled
consecutively, for example: in the: periods p, P + I; P + 2 and p + 3, then the: entries in the
1ITa)' for Z[pl, p] and Z[P1, p + I] mWlt both equal 1. The next constraint (to) enforces
that an instructor is only scheduled if availahle. The last constraint (11) insures that each
topic is assigned in the schedule only if Ihe prerequisites have been ;assigned prior to the
period Ihe topic has to start .

In the decision variable Sched[t, pI, p] all those entries that correspond to
combinatiOIt~

of t and p that can never be Wled are set to zero in the initialization. For

example, these are the combinations where the day ; night identifier for the topic and the
period do not match. Thus saying, TI_[tj .DayTime '" Period[pj.DayTime.

This integer program would have approxiIrultely the following nwnhcr of
constraints:
• for (6):

600+450 '" 270,000 equations in the worst case (approximatel\'
40 percent of these constraints would be needed in the test problem:s

• for (7):
• for (8 )
for (9)'
for (10)
• for(ll )'

3"600 = 1,800 equations;
5"600 = 3,000 equations:
3+598 = 1,794 equations:
8"600 = 4.800 equations;
3+599+225"450 = 181 ,946,250 equations in Ihe worst case
(approximately fin: percent of thes~ constraints would he needed in
the test problems considered);

con~idered) ;

This then would amount to a total of approximatel)' 9,216,707 equations for the
constraints.

The number could go up in the worst case, considering all

total~, 10

In the worst case, the Sched[t, pI, pj would have 810,000
(450+3+600) binary: variabks, and 1,800 (3+600) Z[pL pl binary variables,
182,227,644 equations.

It is possible to give a description v.ith fewer variables,
Schcd[t,

p~

The schedule alTJY

pj should be converted from a zero-one array to an integer arra)' using the

actual topic index as an entry. This reduces the storage needs of the problem.

To illustrate the connection between the two models the three-dimensional array

above is mapped into the two-dimensional array below using the following mapping
function:
Sched[p/,p] = t if and only if

±Sched[l,p/,p'] = 1
P'p - 1l.j'Jtw.-.",.j

'ripl = 1, ... , NP;p = 1, .. .,MP
(I 2)
The alternate mathematical formulation which is closer to the actual computer
~aJuation

illustrates how the MOE's arc calculated using the two-dimensional array.
Those MOE's correspond to the objective functions from the mathematical description.
Fonnulation:
~finimize

L L 1L[Sch,d[pl,p lIP,na',-, 1-1L[Sch,d[pl,p lISch,d,',d[pl])

",

MllUnU"
MllUnU"

Mirum;"

(12)

L L (1- TL[Sch,d[pl,p lISch,';"I,d[pl])

(13)

L L (E[pl,Sch,d[pl,p ]] - p) if (p , E[ pl,Sch,d[pl,p lD ~
'" , (p - rjpl,Sch,d[pl,p]]J if (L[pl,Sch,d[pl,p]] , p)

( 14)

LL lif (p s E[pl,Sch,d[pl,plD+1 if (L[pl,S,h,d[pl,p]] , p)

(IS)

",

p~

p

MininUz'LLZ[pl,p]

(16)

",
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III. SOLUTION APPROACH
The integer program defined in the previous chapter would be difficult to solve
exactly, particularly with existing hardware. Since it is highly unlikely that an exact solution
could be achieved in a reasonable time, this thesis develops a heuristic to solve the
scheduling problem.

This section descn"bes the specially designed hcwistic and then aU related
programming steps. It also outlines the steps used test the program. In the chapter a

distinction is made bern-een program, algorithm and hewistic. Program tefm to the whole
implementation including graphical user interface:. Algorithm refers only to the actual
calculation of the schedule and its related steps. Heuristic refers exclusively to the actual
calculation of the schedule.
A HEURISTIC
The heuristic is a greedy assignm!:Jl1 hewistic

II calcu1att:s a sct of eligible topics

and sequentially picks assignments for available schedule

period.~.

The heuristic can use

many different selection and assignment rules. (This chapter presents a variety of alternate
rules which are compared in Chapter V.)

Regardless of the selection rule employed, the heuristic first pre-assigns the

1\\0

major training facilities (Garrison Training Area and Firing Range). It then sequentialJ)
assigns 90ith limited bad.tracking from the set of eligible topics. \\!hen pctfonning these
assignments, the heuristic uses a period clock to determine of the next timeslot to assign. (A
period clock refers to the method of staning ....ith period one and after assigning to it
advancing the clock to the next free (unasslgned) period.)
For a given period, the set of eligible topics is the set of topics that can be
scheduled. Their eligibility depends on their duration and prerequisites. To facilitate the
calculation of the eligible set two additional sets of data arc kepI by determining for each
unscheduled topic the earliest period and the latest period possible for scheduling. The~e
additional sets of dat., take into considcration the already scheduled topics, necessity to
conseculivcly schedule topic, as wcll as prerequisites.
One important factor in the assignment of topics to periods is the consideration of
topic~

that are presentr:d by an instructor who
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ha.~

to lecture each platoon

Therefore, the

cligtble let for each platoon may be different and may depend on previously assigned topics
for other platoons. If the instructor is already assigned to a platoon, a topic he has to
lecture cannot be considered for scheduling at the same time for another platoon. For
some periods thm: may not even be an eligible sct because the period has already been
scheduled. This condition applies to about 15 percent of all topics. Another factor making
eligible acts different may be usage of the two pre-assigned training facilities.
A topic may also temporary leave the eligible set without being assigned since the
algorithm does not allow topics whose duration is longer than th e remaining periods of a
day to be broken mto two pMlS.

Those topics then have to leave the eligible set

temporarily and return if possible on the next day. The same construct applies to topics
that arc linked to restricted scheduling because of the availability of the required instructor
or training facility. Those can only be in the eligible SCI if periods for scheduling arc
COJIlIidered in which the instructor or training facility is available.
The foUov.ing approach is then taken
Generic heuristic:
Initialize CWTcnt period
Initialize the eligible set y,.ith aU topics that can be scheduled in
this period
whilt' there are free periods do
select a topic from the eligible set and schedule it
upd.1te the dal.1 set~ for earliest and latest scheduling
update the eligible set
while a topic caMot be scheduled because earliest > latest
and the topic change has nol been considered before do
backtrack by unscheduling topics and inserting the
problematic topic at the first feasible period
Heuristic details fonow:
I . The heuristic selects a topic Oul of the eligible set as either
a. th e one v.ith the least fre edom to be scheduled,
b. the one with the highest penalty for not being us ed, or
c. the one v.ilh the longest duration frrs\.
2. The heuristic assigns the topic to either:
a . earliesl possible period,
b. lalest possible period, or
c. some intermediate period.
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3. The heuristic detects and breaks pos!lole loops in backtracking by either
a. allowing for at most one unschcdul:ing and rescheduling of a

topic,
h. allowing I"CICheduling of an unscheduled topic only if the set of
e1igJ.b te topic~ has changed, not only because this topic
reentered the IICt, but also due to additional topics entering or
leaving, or
c. taking at most n steps in backtracking.
4. The rules to break ties can be 10 either
a. choose one .t random, or

h. an alternate selection rule.
As a result of the clock advancing heuristic, the period to be scheduled can be
diffCRfll for each platoon due 10 topics of different dura60n that have been assigned. To
prevent drifting apart between the platoons, the platoon that is the furthest behind in
scheduling, tha i is, whose period clock has the least period nwnbcr, is considered next for
scheduling. In case of ties the platoons arc: scheduled in numerical order. Due to this way

of selecting the platoon in cases of ties the platoons \'oilh lower numerical identification

might get bener schedules and the last platoon WOf'!It schedules. To compensate for this.
the schedules are interchanged between platoons where the: pasl histol)' of interchanges is
taken into account to insure a fair distribution of schedule quality.
The value of the penalty for the unscheduled topics can be either static .....ith the

u~c

of predcfined penalties as part of the data or d}namic. The dynamic data are calculated
from the given value in the data and the difference between the earliest and the latest
possible period for scheduling.

This takes into account the increasing difficulty with

d ecreasing possibilities and so should reducc the amount of necessary backtracking.
After a schedule has been produced, an exchange algorithm sweeps the whole
schedule and tests possibilities to improve the schedule by exchanging topics with each
other. Specific improvement targets are to inr.;re ase dispersion of topics from the same topic
group, and 10 increase the mix between lectures and practical instruc60n.

B. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The follm>,wg section describes the actual implementation of the algorithm
steps the algorithm takes in its decision process are staled explicitly and in depth
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The

1.

Majn

Outline

The actual decision algorithm is embedded

in a sequence: of fimctions and

prtK;Cdures. The: basic &teps of the algorithm are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Convert the: data into computer fannal;
Validate the: data;
Presc:he:du1e: major training facilities;
Preschedu1e: sports facilities and e:xtc:maJ instructors;
Schedule: remaining topil;;S (main algorithm);
Run improvement algorithm;
Construct and display readable schedule.

The sequenl;;e of steps is also illustrated in the flowcharl of Figure la and l b. Some
of the entries in the algorithm are explained here, othrn in the following chaplrn. During
the: whole: calculation of the &l;;hedule the program displays a message box indicating !hat it
is c.alculating the schedule.
After de:termining whether !he user has supplied all necessary data 10 calculate the
schedule, the conversion parts of the program as described in Appendix I are executed
After finishing this conversion, !he topics that have to be perfonned on a Garrison Training
Area are scheduled as desl;;ribed in detail in Chapter m .B.2.a. Intermediate stalistics are
wrinen to the report file listing the number of topics assigned and the percentage of periods
Sl;heduled.

The next step is the prescheduling of those topics to be done on Firing Ranges

as explained in Chapter m .B.2.h. After these assignments are made additional statistics arc
calculated, this time explidtly for each platoon with the calculation of the pcrcent.:tge of
topics scheduled for each platoon.
Because of the importance of physical fitness in the military the ne:\.1 assignment
deals Ylith the

sport.~

facilities . Gymnasium and Swimming Pool

assignmenl~

are made b)

taking all available periods on a facility and only considering those that remain on days
where neither a Garrison Training Area nor a Firing Range is available for a given platoon
Figure 2 shows the decision process for spoT1s facility scheduling
The algorithm chooses the platoon that has the

lea.~t

value for the index of sports

topics in the list of training objectives and has not been scheduled on the day that is being
CQnsidered. Then the topics in the list are assigned to have at most fWo conse.;utn..'e periods
(hours) of spDTIs for this platOQn. An additional consideration that they do nQt span over a
lunch break is taken into al;;counl. The assigned topics are then flaggtd as scheduled and
the index is advanced to the ne.,,1 unscheduled sports topic
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Should there be mort; sports

facilities available than distinct sports topics required to schedule, the mnaining sports
facilities .arc used by repeatedly lC,hedu1ing the last of the sports topics. This does not
cre.rte a higher emphasis on those topiC! because most of the topics have the same
objective.
In the next step of the algorithm the cxtcmaI instructors are scheduled They are
easy to schedule because they are usua]]y only available for at most the nwnber of periods
they have to lecture. Therefore, the topics they 'have to lectwt: are assigned to those
periods of availability. This procedure is shown in a flowchart in Figw-e 3. Each external
instructor is considered individually because there is no possible interchange of topics
among them.

Those instructors who lecture each platoon individually are scheduled

following the same approach used for sports facilities . This should maintain approximately
th e same level of training progress among th e platoons for the topics each individual
cX1em.a1 instructor has to lecture. It should avoid having one platoon have aIl l0pics with an
cxtcma1 instructor prior 10 any other platoon starting the training with this particular
instructor. B ecause topics given by external instrul,;tors do not depend or build on each
other the algorithm tests whether it can interehange the topic assignments for an imtruetor
for a given platoon and thus improve th e measures of effectiveness. After perlonning this
scheduling. intermediate results on measures of effectiveness are \-'iritten to the repon file.

This completes the scheduling for the topics thai require a key facility or an external
u.~ing

the clock advancing algorithm. nus

algorithm is described separately in Chapter m.O.3.

Having finished the schedule, the

instructor. The remaining topics are scheduled

program tries to improve on that solution by employing an exchange algorithm as explained

in Chapter m.B.4
After finishing those calculations the fmal m easures of effectiveness arc written to
the report file together with a lis ting of unscheduled topics for each platoon. The actual
schedule is ealeulatt:d by converting period data back into the nonnal dale and tim e
representation and constructing a display in a format familiar to the wer. On each possible
dale and time the code number of the topic is listed. The actual computer representation of
all data and the schedule is sa\-ed in a special log file to facilitate later revisions and manual

changes of th e schedule
The last step of the algorithm is to display the final result beginning v.ith the
schedule for th e first platoon in week one.
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Figur(' la: Flowchart ofComplE'tE' SchE'duling A.lgorithm

Figurl'lb' Flowchart ofComplt'u,' Scheduling Algorithm (Continued)
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Eo'

}<'igure 2: Flowchart for &ht'duling Algorithm ror Sports Facilities
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Figurt' 3: Flo'o'l'chart for Scheduling Algorithm for Enl'mal Instructors
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1. Preschedullng
The two major training facilities can be prcscheduled because topics requiring them
can only be taught during their availability. Additionally, if this kind offacility is assigned
for usc, then the company

tw

to usc it. Not using this facility could lead to less time the

fonowing quarter. IT the facility is not used it

tw to be justified to the

superior command

as wen as to the organiutiOll responsible for assigning the facility. The scarceness of these
resources justifies the approach of scheduling a topic to use the facility whenever it is
available. Considering only the times of availability for the given facility the prcscheduling
process assigns topics in sequential order to the schedule observing given rules in the
catalog of training objectives.

a. Garrison Trllining Area
The schedule for all platoons can be the same. Therefore, they can be
assigned simultaneously. Each day of training has
of a day for

3

3

given structure that uses the first period

preparation topic and the last for a clean up topic. For training that starts on

one calendar day and goes without break to another calendar day, only the \IeJ)' first and
vcry last period have the special topics.
The objectives from the catalog which have to be done on the Garrison
Training Area can be grouped. Each group has a given earliest stan time specified in weeks
on the CTa flowchan . These earliest start times are convened into actual periods and then
scheduled following precedence: rulcs. The rules are also illuslrated in the flowchart in
Figures 4a to 4d.

The precedence rules determine that anti-tank weapon topics are

assigned prior 10 engineering topics which in tum are assigned prior to infantry topics when
multiple topics are available for scheduling. In infant!)' training objectives the training and
exercise marches have to be treated separately and take precedence over other topics when
scheduling conflicts exisl. If objectives cannot be scheduled entirely in a day, they are not
divided but are scheduled on the next day of training and other topics are scheduled in lieu.
If training with limited visibility conditions has to be scheduled and there arc
not enough objectives ava,jlable for scheduling becausc the accompanying daylight
objectives have not been scheduled, previous objectives arc repeated until the required
daylight topics can be scheduled_ Iftherc arc more periods on the Garrison Training Area
in the schedule than training objectives, the last and therefore, most sophisticated topics are

repeated for training and drill On the other hand, if less time is available than needed, high
end topics are left out
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findlintperiod.pni.<ln~

... u U avWabJ~ for .",heduling

Figure 4a: Floy,chart of Scheduling Algorithm For Garrison Training Area
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FigurE' 4b; Flo",,"rhart of Si:h('duling Algorithm For Garrison Training Artoa
(Contioued)
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Figure 4c: Flowchart of Scheduling Algorithm Fur Garrison Training An'a
(Continued)
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(Continued)
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b. Fuing Rlutgu
When scheduling Firing Ranges "ch platoon has to be treated separately
and each subrange has to be considered.

Scbeduling Firing lUnges is similar to the

Garrison Training Area iCheduling previously diM:usscd. The appropriate flowchart is
shown in Figures Sa to Sd. The eTa objectives associated with Firing RAnges can he
grouped, but the main gwmery objective group must be subdivided further 10 ~pture the
differences in range length needed for different weaponry.
Due to the special nature of the anti-tank weapon firing exercise and the

firing exercise for security guards, they have to be treated individually and are scheduled

first. The program always schedules the fuing exercise for the security guards on the last
day the required range size is available and then schedules each platoon to take turns on
tlut range. This is justified also from the flowchart which shows this training objectiv<: at
the vel)' end of the quarter. The anti-tank weapon firing exercise is then scheduled on the
last day a night Firing Range is assigned 10 the company.

Here the

platoon.~

are also

scheduled to take rums on that range.
All other training objectives are then scheduled beginning v.ith the first
range available. Prior to any scheduling the platoon whose exercises get scheduled ftf'St has
to be determined. The platoon that has the fewest objectives scheduled is scheduled for
Itve firing. For this assignment each platoon is then assumed to stay on that range the
whole day.

This

a~sumption

is valid hecause, in general, the time needed to get to the

range and get back to the barracks is significant. This process is repeated for the day as
long as suhranges are availabk. Then the next day is scheduled
When all objectives are scheduled the program checks for blanks in thl:
schedule on Firing Ranges and inserts into these blanks training objectives thaI give
freedom to the platoon lead<.'f He then can choose another live firing exercise or repeat an
exercise for drill
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Figure 5a: Flolnhart of Scheduling Algorithm For Firing Ranges
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Figurl' 5b: Flowchart of Scheduling Algorithm For Firing Rllng('s (Continued)
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Figure 5(": Flo"-chart of Scheduling Algorithm For Firing Ranges (Continued)
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Figure 5d : Flo"Thart of Scheduling AJgorithm For firing Ranges (Continued)
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3. Sc:heduling Heuristic
The heuristic involves a sequence of slepll that are repeated until the last period has

been scheduled.

Initially, the period counter for each platoon is moved to the first

llruicheduled period for that platoon.

Then the platoon that has the smallest number is

chosen to have the next topic scheduled. The scheduling is then performed beginning with

this period and then advancing the period coWlter and making decisions to find the locally
best solution.

This approach generates a

miXture of topics among the platooru and

prevents one platoon from having a superior schedule.
To determine which topic is the next to schedule a selection process is employed.

This selection process starts with the calculation of the earliest and latest period a topic can
be scheduled. These values are calculated for each WlScheduled topic. To detemUne the
earliest possible period the suggested start times from the flowchart in the eTa are
considered. If a topic has no prerequisite and is not pan of a dwn of topics that built on
each other thi... value is used. If the topic has a prerequisite that is already scheduled, th e
calculation checks Whether the prerequisite ends later than the suggested start time from the
flowchart. In this case the value for the earliest possible period are modified. A topic that is
part of a chain of topics has the value for earliest assigrunent either from the flowchart 01",
depending on it.. position in the chain, the first unscheduled period following th e totaJ
duration of all previous topics in the chain. If the direCT predecessor in the chain has been
assigned, the same ru1 e as for prerequisites applies.
The latest possible period f01" scheduling can either be the value from the flowchart

in the

eTa

or a value that depends on other topics. If a topic is a prerequisite for an

already scheduled topic th e value is th e minimum of the flowchart value or the period
number preceding the topic it is a prerequisite of such that it can be scheduled for it.. 101.11
duration. If part of a chain of topics, it is the minimwn of the flowchart value and the
period determined by th e total duration of aU later topics in the chain. If a topic has a latest
value from the flowchart, the latest possible period to schedule is the WlScheduled period
prior to that value that allows scheduling of the whole duration of this topic prior 10 the
flowchart value. In a chain, aU later topics have to fulfill this requirement.
At this point in the algoritlun any possible conJljcts can be identified. A conflicl can
be detected if the earliest possible rime for scheduling is laT<:r than the latest time.
algorithm should try to resolve th e conflict by baCktracking.
implemented in this version of the heuru!ic.

The backtracking

The

;5 nol

After finishing the calculation, topics for scheduling have to be selected.

The

algorithm has a set of selection rules to determine the possible topics for scheduling. Those

are given in the following pseudocode listing. Simply choosing a topic might not be
enough; depending on the rule, there can be multiple topics or none at all that mect the
criteria. All topics should be assigned as early as possible to maintain a buffer for other
assignments.
A topic is said to have the least freedom for scheduling if the difference between

the value in the array for carliest possible scheduling and the one in the array for latest
possible scheduling is minimum.

The one with the highest penalty is the one with the

highest fixed penalty in the coded eTO or the one with the highest dynamic penalty, where
the diminishing freedom of scheduling increases the penalty. The selection ruJe of longest
duration is self-explanatory.

ff the candidate alTay is empty or aU topics in the array belong to the group of
general topics anotht:r rule is applied. The topics thai have the smallest value in the array

for earliest possihle scheduling arc considered to be eligible and they are chosen using the
same selection rule. This enforces additional precedence of other topics over the topics in
the group of general topics.
Pseudocode for Ihe selection PrOCess'
G et the CUJTeTlI clock (period) value for the platoon;
Initialize the eligible sel and the counter for topics in set 10 1;
whilr not all topics have been tested do {determine the first entry}
if o;urrent clock value = entry in earliest array then
ca~l' sc\eo;tion rule of
least freedom : if (least freedom of topic > l e a.~t freedom of topic in
eligihle set) or (eligible scI empty) thl'n
enter topic into eligible set or replace old one;
highest penalty if (penalty of topic > penalty of topic in eligible sel) or
(eligible set empry) thl'n
enter lopic into eligible set or replace old om:;
longest duration: if (duration of lopic > duration of topic in eligible set) ur
(eligible sel emply) then
enlcr IOpic inlo eligible sct or n:piace old one;
{conIum.> now one single entry. now find pOSSIble lies}
for Index"' Index of topic in set to la~t topic do
if (current dock value = entry in earliest array) and (value of selection rule
matches ....alue of topic in eligible set) then
increase counter for topics in sel;
append topic to the set: (contains nO'.r pOSSIble 11CS)
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If (Counter for topics in set = 1) or (the first entry = 0) or (first topic belongs to
main group of general topics) do
find another topic that is closest to the current clock va1ue using the same
selection rule;
{now contains topics}

If more than one topic is listed in the set of eligible topics those arc caIled ties. A
As shown in the pseudocode there are
multiple tie breaking rules available in the program. The other way of breaking ties dcpend~

decision has to be made which one to choose.

on the selection rule for the topics. The selection rule detennines the sequence of tie
breaking rules that are applied until a unique selection for schwuling is be made.
Pseudocode for the tie breaking orocess:
while there is no unique topic to schedule do
If tie breaking rule is random do
pick a random number from the range of indices of the eligible set;
chose the topic at that index;
else
CL"e selection rule of
least freedom : choose the topic \\ith the highest penalty;
if not unique then
choose the one \\ith the longest duration;
if still not unique then
choose the first of the remaining;
highest penalty: choose the topic ,....ith the least freedom ;
if not unique then
choose the one with the longest duration;
If still not unique thl'n
choose the first of the remaining;
longest duration: choose the topic with the lea~t fre edom;
if not unique then
choose the one with the highest penalty;
if still not unique then
choose the first of the remaining:
After determining the unique topic to be scheduled, it is scheduled for its whole
duration. Then it is flagged as scheduled and the clock for this platoon advanced to the
next unscheduled period. Now the oe;\1 platoon that has the least value for the clock is
chosen and the process reinitialed until all periods have been scheduled. The algorithm
then calculates the measures of effectiveness for this schedule and wriles the repon that
includes the calculation time for the algorithm.
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The choice of a random tie breaking rule has to be invc:stigated closely, Without
changing the data the solution from one calculation to another would change.

The

evaluation of whether the result is better than results using deterministic rules has 10 be

made after test runs. Chapter V.A shows the differences between those rules.
4. Improvement AJgoritllm

The improvement algorithm employed here is an interchange algorithm that tries to
interchange topics or blocks of topic~ of equa11ength in order to improve on the measUJ"cs
of effectiveness. The outline of the algorithm is shown in the flowchart in Figure 6.
Before m.a.Icing any changes 10 the given schedule the algorithm calculates the
current values for all MOE's and saves them. Then the algorithm considers each platoon
individually for allthosc IOpics that are not bound to a facility or an extcmal. instructor. It
chooses the flI'S! topic and then tests whether this can be exchanged \\-lth the: next topic or
topics that match the total duration. Topics can be exchanged ifthcy arc not prerequisites
of each other and none of the topics between them is a prerequisite of the originally later

If they can be exchangl:d, the program exchanges them and recalculates the
measures of effectiveness. If the m easures of effectiveness have improved, the eXchange
remains othernise the exchange is not accepted.
In both cases now the period counter is advanced to the next period follo,""lng the
end of the fin;t topic chosen for exchange.
all platoons have been tested.

~ow

this process continues until all topics for

The improvement algorithm tests only locally possible

changes. lberefore, after an exchange additional oppurtunities might arise for exchanges
of earlier scheduled topics.

To investigate this possibility the algorithm is employed

multiple times to detennine those effects.

The algorithm can be repeated until no

improwments in the measures of effectiveness occur
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Figure 6: Flol\'chart of lmpro\'t'mt'nt Algorithm
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C. TEST PLAN AND TEST DATA

To delennme the best combination of eelccbon Nics and tic breaking rules to pick

the next topic for scheduling a nWllber of different combinations were tested. To make the
combinations comparable they were done on the same data set. This data set is listed in
Appendix G. It also illwtratc:s the data needed from the: user. The: test plan checks all
implemented combinations. The tested combinations arc: given In the first seven columns
of Table 4 and 5 in Chapter V.
In addition to these test~ the number of replications for the improvement algorithm
has to be de termined. The algorithm is employed once, twice:, three times or more until the
improvements from one iteration to another reach a threshold or until the computing time
exceed the: actual nmtime of the clock advancing algorithm
After determining the best combination of selection and tic: breaking rules in
combination with the way of calculation any penalties, the stability and performance of the

program for different data sets was tested. Tests were done on different quartCfS of the
year to evaluate the impact of the length of the quaTltr and of moving legal or clerical
holidays. To compare diffen:nt quarters, the number of days the key facilities are availabk
is held constant. External instructors are available for thc same number of periods. It is
not possible to

insur~

that

th~

assigrunent of facilities always fall on the same training day in

each quar1er. Depending on days without duty they have to be shifted. The objective in
this test is to compare calculation times for the quaners and the perfonnance in tenns of
scheduling. The maj or interest is ill the topics that could not be scheduled and those that
are scheduled outside the suggested time frame .
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IV. ENVIRONMENT AND USER INTERACTION
This section describes the program and the design decisions that governed the
development. The pseudocode is included only if vilal for understanding. One basic
underlying design decision is the use of a 005 based personal computer. This system is
on the computers in the field and a graphical operating system cannot be expected in the
near future. The TURBO VISION (Borland, TV, 1992 and Watson, 1994) engine which

is included in TURBO PASCAL provides basic functionality for building a graphical user
interface (GUJ) as the front-end on which any customization can be build. The basic
functions generate a Oill that is similar in look to any DOS based program GUilhe user
might have seen earlier
A. USt:R IJ'lriTEIUACE

A GUI is easy to use if it includes intuitive menus and sub-menus The learning
curve of familiarizing onesclfv.ith a GU, is normally not steep. Another big advantage IS
that there is no need for memorizing commands and short-cut keys before the program is
usable. To avoid any difficulties with typographical errors in script fi les or data files, all
data are entered using dialog boxes. They provide clearly labeled entry fie lds and
confirmation or choice buttons. Erroneous input can be detected at this stage. The clear
labeling of choices and input fields reduces the learning curve The program displays
context-sensitive help either in the dialog box or on the status line which is the last line
of the display
During design of the GUI emphasis was placed on consistency. The main design
has to follow standard practice of commercial programs . Naming conventions for menus
and display objects on the screen should be fam iliar to the user. Dialog boxes that call
for similar information are designed similarly_ Buttons with the same label perform the
same action. Placement ofthe butlons is, whenever possible, at the same position in each
dialog box_ Message boxes with warnings or error messages have only a confirmation
bunon _ Choices or actions that arc currently not available are disabled and are
automatically enabled as soon as they become appropriate. The display of context
sensitive help in the status line oflbe display supports ease of use
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The program has dual operationaJity with the keyboard and with a pointing
device. This eliminates the sole reliance on the use of a pointing device, mouse or
trackball.

The system has redundancy built in.

All actions on the screen such as

activating menus, calling up of dialog boxes, moving from one entry field to another and
activating buttons are possible with the keyboard. Using the keyboard for moving on the
screen is consistent with commercial applications. For moving from one record to the
next in a dialog box, commonly known keys

8

and

S3 are

used. The functions of

buttons are described here only if their function is more complex than the label indicates.
The main screen provides the menu and the status line as well as the common
background for all dialog boxes. Figure 7 illustrates the appearance of the main screen
with no menu activated and with no dialog box. The following menus are available
• File
• Edit
• Run
• Change
• Show I Prin t
• Preferences
• Window
• Help

The "File" menu provides general file handling procedures and tht tennination
command for the program. Under the 'Edit"' menu the user finds the basic commands to
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do file editing and special commands to call up the dialog boxes needed to supply the
data. These are explained in detail in section B, The "Run" menu contains the
commands to start execution for calculating the schedule and a calendar. The "Change"
menu which is only accessible when a schedule is displayed provides the commands for
user interaction and modification. For discussion of these features see section D. "Show
I Print" contains all commands for displaying results on the screen and printing paper

copies of all the results sec Section C. The "Preference" menu gives the user limited
influence on the appearance of the main screen and lets the user store and retrieve his
settings. "Window" makes basic commands available for moving and sizing windows on
the screen.

"Help" only contains an "About" command that displays a message box

about the purpose of the program An On-hne-help is not implemented. All menus arc
displayed in Appendix D
B. OAT A ENTRY AND \' ALIDATION
The data input for the scheduling program is basically manual via dialog boxes
which prompt the user for the necessary information. The catalog of training objectives
is provided by the program and the user is not required nor should he try to modify or
augment this catalog Any changes to the catalog such as omitting training objectives
have to be done with manual input into dialog boxes. Major changes in the catalog need
to be made centrally and then distributed as a file to the individual users The program
needs the follov.ing information from the user
• basic weekly schedule of the company,
• main calendar dates, such as quarter stan, quarter end, holiday and duty on
Saturdays or Sundays,
• special events not captun:d in the catalog of training objectives,
• avai lability of training facilities,
• avai lability of outside instructor personnel,
• non-availability of company instructor personnel,
• additional requirements from division or battalion level referring to the topics
listed in the catalog of training object ives
The program can manage two quarters simultaneously: the current quarter and
the next quarter The current quarter is determined by a check against the computer date
The program keeps a log-flit: to determine last use of the program

A quarter change

between two consecutive uses of the program results in a renaming offilcs belonging 10
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the former current quarter into files belonging to the old quarter. These files are stored
for backup reasons and are not accessed by the program. The files belonging to the
former next quarter are then renamed as files belonging to the current quarter and new
files will be made for the then new quarter. These changes are made automatically and
the user has no need to concern himself with them.
The following sections describe the fonnat for the dialog boxes and the
infonnation that is entered into them. All these features are menu items in the "Edit"
menu. Some of the menus have sub-menus associated with them if further differentiation
is neCeSsary
1. Basic Schedule
With this dialog box the user has to supply the basic schedule for the company
The required fonnat for each period on a day with duty, usually Monday to Friday, is start
time of the period· end time of the period in 24 hour military notation, utilizing thc
following picture ####.ti###

Any other input is rejected prior to saving. The input of

characters is disabled. Single digit hour values need the leading 0 in their input. For
each day from Monday to Thursday the screen provides a maximum of ten slots to fill
and for Friday a maximum of six slots After initial input of these data each time the user
calls this menu the previous input is displayed. Figure 8 shows a filled basic schedule
matrix with a typical company schedule
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Figure 8: Basic Schedule OD Screen With Sample Data
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The three buttons in the right column perform the following actions. The "NEW'
button clears all fie lds and allows total new entry. The "SAVE" button saves the current
displayed data after fonnal checking and the "CANCEL" button doses the dialog box

without saving

This window as any other can be closed also using the small square

button at the upper left or the keyboard shortcut combination "Alt" + "F3". The plus sign
symbolizes the simultaneous engagement of those two keys
2. Io!lruetor AVllilability

This menu provides access to the dialog boxes for all external and company
instructors. Therefore, a sub-menu handles the choice of the instructor for whom the user
wants to enter the data. After choosing the instructor, the user is led to a detailed input

screen where he can provide the actual information about the availability of the
instructor In the case of company personnel as instructors the user has to stipulate when
the instructor is not available. One instructor dialog box is displayed in Figure 9, the
others, as well as the preceding choice menu, can be examined in Appendix D Each
dialog box contains a line of text to rem ind the user which infonnation is needed Each
dialog box looks similar and requires the input of a date and time
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9; Dialog 801 For Uca,'ailability Data For Company Commander

The dialog boxes for the company instructor personnel also have check boxes to
ease the input of recurring data for daily, weekly or monthly events. Only the
information about the first of those events need be supplied by the uscr~ after checking
the appropriate check box the computer calculates all other data and inserts them
according to their time sequence
For this calculation the computer stores the dates temporarily ignoring possiblc
days without dut) Although those dates are kept, any conniets are resolved late r duri ng
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coding of this information into the period equivalent. This approach is used to maintain
the freedom for the user to supply the data in whatever order he likes. Other approaches
would have required that the input of the calendar dates be made prior to entering any
other information. The program in this stage of input does not check for overlaps in the
given times. Any overlaps are sorted out and eliminated during the coding phase.
Only bunon options that might perform meaningful actions at a given time are
available. If the user wants to delete a record he has to move through the list to display
the record on the screen. Only then he can delete this special piece of information. Data
created by the program using the check boxes cannot be deleted as a whole. Only thc
current visible data record is deleted. This design is based on the policy that nothing the
user cannot see should be deleted

J. Training F.adlity
After engaging this menu item the computer displays a choice menu for thc
different facilities. After choosing the specific facility the user supplies the date and time
of availability. The basic operational principles in these dialog boxes are thc same as for
the instructor avai lability dialog boxes. Only two of the boxes are equipped with
additional check boxes for repetitive data: the gymnasium ! athletic field and the obstacle
course dialog boxes. These facilities are likely to be assigned to the company on a
regular weekly basis. To avoid many different styles of dialog boxes, the check box area,
if required, is the sam e for all instructor and facility data entries if required for the
instructor or facilit y
The only dialog box that has a unique feature is the one for Firing Ranges as
shown in Figure 10 (the other dialog boxes are displayed in Appendix E). The user has to
suppl y the subranges that are assigned for a given day. These entry fields require an
integer number. The program automatically checks thc range of those entrics and rejects
numbers greater than 6 for each range Higher values are most likely an input error
because Firing Ranges that belong to the garrison are usually small and have at most six
ranges of a given subtype, Some garrisons might have fewer subranges. The program
does not include personalization such that the actual local condition s can be entered to
determine the validity check for the range numbers The restriction 10 a range from I to
6 maintains usabi lity for all potential users
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Figure 10: Input Dialog DOI for Firing Range nata
The present catalog only makes use of sub ranges of type "A" and "D" but to allow
for changes in the catalog of training objectives or the accompanying live firing exercises

the subranges "8" and "C' are included in the interface but are not implemented. If the

eTa changes, the user need not learn a new interface
For deleting an entry the same rules apply as described above for the instructor
availability

4. Battalion/Dh'ision Requirement
Additional guidance or demands for the schedule given to the company from
higher commands can be entered using this dialog box

This dialog box as shown in

Figure II should be used only to give guidance about topics in the catalog of training
objectives Therefore, other input in the first column of input lines is not accepted. For
each topic the user can enter the days on which they should be scheduled or should not be
scheduled The day has to be given with its name, i.e. Monday, Tuesday etc. Checking
the a,m. or pm. check box then limits the possibilities for scheduling to the appropriate
part of the day. Both checked or both unchecked is treated as if the whole day is
avai lable
Additionally a topic can be scheduled manually by giving the exact date and time
for scheduling. The date and time fonnat is consistent \vith any other date and time
format used in this program As thc last option the user can single out topics which
should be in a week with at least 11 repetitions or should be in a week with no more than
n repetitions This field accepts only small positive integers
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Otber Input Menus

In addition to the menus described above the program utilizes the follov.ing input
dialogs:
• quarter choice,
• main quarterly calendar data,
• special events,
• number of platoons and anti-tank weapons present in company
The quarter choice is automatically presented when the program is started During runtime it is possible to change the working quarter with a menu-item under the "EdiC menu
of the main screen, As displayed in Appendix D the last menu-item again brings back the
initial choice box as shown in Figure 12
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FIgure 12. Imtlal Choice Box to DetermIDe Quarter
The main quarterly calendar data consist of the arrival date of the new recruits,
the depanure date, the dales of Saturdays and Sundays thai are planned for dUlY and the
dates of clerical and legal holidays _ The last input section also provides the opportunity
to supply to the prOb'ram pre-planned days off, leave for special occasions or leave as
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compensation for additional duty. All these dates have to be entered in the format
Day!M:onthfYear, where only the last two digits of the year are entered. For the day and
the month always two digits have to be given. The leading 0 is mandatory. There are
possibilities to enter up to 15 dates for holidays and up to five dates for Saturday I Sunday
duty. This dialog box is displayed in Appendix E

Occasionally there is the need for events or training objectives that are not
covered in the catalog of training objectives. These can be entered into the data via thc
appropriate dialog box as displayed in Figure' 13. The title has 10 be provided to the
program for later printing of a schedule that contains titles and instructors for topics
instead of nine digit numbers. For date and time the common ronnal restrictions apply.
The instructor has to be given in the military abbreviated fonn as used on schedules, not
in numerical coding as used internally by the program.

At the stan of execution of the scheduling algorithm the program prompts the USCI'
for confirmation or change of basic information about the company. These data are
considered shared data over quaners

The displayed dialog box as shown in Figure 14

lists the number of platoons in thc company. This input line accepts only I, 2 or 3. Thc
check boxes in this dialog box an: for the selection of the anti-tank weapons the company
uses. A checked box indicates the usc of that weapon

The user can check nonc, onc,

two or all three item in the selectIOn. Only the topics related to the chosen weapon is
scheduled !f no hox is checked none of the topics re lated to anti-tank weapons is
schedulcd.
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6. Data Checking

Prior to accepting data, validity checks are perfonned. The date and time formats
are checked and if they do not confonn to the given, natural formats they an: rejected
The user uses the familiar fonnat for date : ##1##1## and for times: ###/t-####, where the
"#" stands for a single digit. There is no check whether the date or time given to the
computer is a valid one. The program accepts a time 9992-0193 for example but during
the calculation in subsequent steps simply disregarding this invalid input
The data for the basic schedule of the company are not likely to change from
quarter to quarter as other data do. This means the basic schedule information needs to
be input only the first time the program is used or if data change. The basic schedule is

considered shared information between quarters and is automatically used for the
calculation
For training facilities and platoons, range checks of the supplied values are used
to determine any unreasonable large numbers. For example, for platoons the numbers 1 to
3 are the only accepted input
The user has complete control over the order in which he enters the data There is
no given sequence he has to folIo\\"; he can open an) dialog box if he missed a step or
wants to change a previous input. Data that have a natural time sequence order is
automatically ordered by the program. This allows for further flexibi lity to enter the data
whenever they become available. Augmenting or changing data is done with the same
input features as before. information already entered is displayed when this d3ta entry
screen is opened
Because no meaningful schedule can be produced without the data about train ing
faci lities, the program checks for their pre~en ce If they are not present or cannot be
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accessed, the algorithm alerts the user with an error message before doing any calculation
and aborts the process to allow the user to provide the necessary infonnation. The error
and abort messages are displayed in Appendix F.

The program does not provide a

manual override at this stage because any calculation would be meaningless.

C. PROGRAM OUTPUT

The program provides the user with three different kinds of output

All three

kinds of output can be shown on the screen and are printable in the same fonnat on an
attached printer. On-screen displays for platoons that are identified by shaded buttons are
replaced in the printed version by a text line that identifies the platoon. The three outputs

quarterly calendar with main dates and facility assignments (three screens or
pages);
weekly schedule, divided by platoons (number of platoons times number of
weeks in the quarter, screens or pages), that is, three platoons and 13 weeks
result in 39 pages ~
report on scheduling progress, containing unscheduled topics and the mea,ure
of effectiveness data
This output cannot be edited or manipulated by the user directly. Any changcs to
the schedule have to be done using the menu for user interaction, described in section D
The calendar dala and the result are prepared by the program and can be printed. Figure
15 shows the on-screen display of a monthly calendar and the print version is shown in
Appendix A. The calendar data arc stored in an ASCII file and could theoretically be
alte red using the file editor but the program \\ould not take any of those changes inlo
account. Any

ne\~

call to the procedurc for calculating the calendar would restore the

previous result
The schedule data consIst of thc numeric code representation of each topic and
can be displayed one week at a time Figure 16 shows the appearance on the screen and
Appendix 8 has two weeks in their printcd version
The report data are \\Tinen during runtimc of the calculation and arc valid only for
the current calculation. Any changcs in the base data or conditions for scheduling would
produce a different report The report provides the user with indications about problems
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during scheduling and the methods the program used to solve conflicts or violations of
constraints. A complete report is listed in Appendix: C
The printer output is initiated by either dialog box:es (Appendix: E) or directly
from the display on the screen (Figures 15 and 16). The user has to supply the number of
copies and the output range. For the calendar output he can speciry a month or the whole
quarter. For the schedule a single week for a platoon can be printed or the whole
schedule for a single platoon. Another option is to print a single week for all platoons.
The last option is to print the whole schedule for all platoons. When printing fTom the
display on the screen the user can print only a single copy. If the calendar is displayed,
the button "PRINT" initiates the printing for the month currently on display The button
"PRINT ALL" initiates the printing of all three months of the quarter. If a schedule is
displayed the user can print the displayed week of the platoon shown by using the
"PRINT" button. The button "PRINT ALL" produces a printout of all weeks for all
platoons. The report cannot be printed fTom the display
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Figure ]5: SUet:D

Displa~.

5;

of the Calendar

Figure 16: Screen Display of A Scbedule (Platoon I, Week 1)
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D. USER lNTERACfIO]'\

After the computer construction of the schedule the user can manipulate the
schedule. The following options arc available only when he displays the schedule on the
screen. The sub-menu is displayed in Appendix D It consists orthe following choices'
• interchange hours;
• interchange days;
• facility unavailability;
• instructor unavailability;
• add I remove special hours
Any changes the user tries 10 make have to be done using the special change and

modification dialog boxes.

The dialog boxes used prior to the construction of the

schedule have no effect. Any changes in those data are not used during manual changes
They can only be used to enter data and then recalculate the schedule. The user must

realize that any manual changes are lost if the schedule is recalculated. Therefore, after
having made manual changes, any funher changes should be made manually. During the
manual changes the program uses only the data the calculation of the schedule was based
Each of these choices brings up a dialog box for input The dialog boxes are
displayed in Appendix E.

The requested action is tested to determine whether it is

possible to perform it. The checks include checking th e prerequisites. The algorithm
check s whether the exchange would lead to a schedule where a topic is scheduled earlier
than any prerequisite.

If this is the case a message is displayed and additional

confirmation requested. The user can override the program and force the change. He
then takes the responsibility to mtroduee a chain of changes to fix this violation of
constraints The override is necessary because the program cannot determine in advance
all steps the user wants to take and perhaps allowing only legal action would make it
impossible for the user to accomplish desired changes.

Mos! of the changes only

influence the schedule for the platoon that is currently displayed on screen

The

exception is facili!)' unavailahility ifit concerns Garrison Training Areas. Because they
were scheduled simultaneously for all platoons an unavailability has to be dealt with for
all platoons simultaneously
The interchange of hours is initiated by entering the information in the dialog box
The program then tests whether the requested change is for periods of equal length m
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both cases.

If not, the algorithm stops and displays a warrnng box to the user that

provides no override possibility (Appendix F). If they have same length, the program
checks whether the earlier is a prerequisite of the later one. After passing this test, the
next check involves testing whether one of the topics between the earlier and the later is a
prerequisite of the later or has the earlier as a prerequisite. In those cases the program
would display another message box and the user must confirm this interchange and force
the program by override to perfonn. If none of the· tests indicate a problem or the user
overrides, the program performs the interchange. The pseudocode of this algorithm is
listed in Appendix H
The interchange of two days involves the same checks for violations as the
interchange of hours. If the first check returns that the days have an unequal number of
periods, the warning box allows a manual override nom the user (Appendix F). Forcing
the manual override initiates an interchange of the periods on both days that match_ The
program adds to the day with the fewer periods as many additional periods as needed to
accommodate the topics from the longer day_ The time frames for these periods match
those from the longer day_ Then the topics from the longer day are reassigned to the new
periods and for this platoon those periods on the longer day arc coded as not scheduled
The display shows the number "0", For the platoons not involved in the interchange the
topics on those new periods are coded as not scheduled

For the pseudocode see

Appendix H
If a key facility is no longer available to the company in the quarter, the topics
need to be rescheduled or dropped. The two major facilities, Garrison Training Area and
Firing Range, have to be treated separately_ The other facilities require less .....ork in the
algorithm, For all facilities the user supplies the dale and time it is no longer available
and checks in the dialog box the name of the facility (Appendix E), If he marks more
than one facility the program stops and displays a warning that only one faci lity is to be
marked at a time (Appendix Fl_ After the user confirms this warning he is shown the
interchange data and can correct his input and restart the algorithm
For Gymnasium, Swimming Pool and Obstacle Course the algorithm unschedu1cs
the topics at the given periods of the schedule. Then the list of topics for this platoon is
scanned for other unscheduled topics, If a topic is found that requires another facility
which is available and unused that topi," is scheduled , If not, the program tries to
schedule another topic from the list of topics out of other groups, then from the main
group of general topics If the program could not find an unscheduled topic or could fi nd
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only topics with duration greater than the number of periods to be replaced, the program
repeats topics from the main group of general topics
Garri son Training Areas and Firing Ranges have to be handled differently
Scheduled topics on those are closely linked and arc usually part of chains of
prerequisites. Therefore:, if the unavailable day is not the last day, prerequisites must be
checked. After the data have been supplied, the program determines whether it is the last
day. If it is the last day, the topics have to be dropped and are replaced by unscheduled
topics. The way of replacing them is the same as for the other facilities. If the day is not
the last, a replacement and shifting of the topics has to be done. Both parts are shown in
the flowchart in Figure 17 and Figure 18 . Due to the complexity of decisions on the
replacement on the actual day the facility is no longer available these processes have
been separated and they are sho·...,n in Figure 18. The topics on the day in question are
temporarily stored if lhey do not belong to the topic group of general topics. Topics from
the group of gencra! topics arc only unschcduled. Prior to saving the other topics on thc
facility the algorithm tests whether they are scheduled also on another day. If they are
rcpeatedly scheduled, they arc not shifted

The actual day the faci lity is no longer

available is trea tcd the same way as the last day. lfthc list of saved topics is not empty
they have 10 be shifted to the next day this panicular faCIlity is available. The program
detennines the total length of those topics and tries to put them in as early as possible
Thc topics on the next day tha t are displaced by those earlier topics are tested the samc
way and saved for shifting if they are uniquely scheduled

Then the earlier topics are

scheduled as replacement. This procedure continues until either the list of topics to shift
becomes empty or the procedure reaches the last day and has tOpICS left on the list
topics are left on the list after the last day, they are marked

In

If

the data as unscheduled

Dropping the assignment of an instructor to a given period because of his
unavailabihty involves fewer steps . The topics from external instructors are those the
user has to be concerned WIth here
interchanging of periods

Company instructors usually only require

The topics 10 be given by external instructors have no

prerequisites and also do not built on each other

Therefore, the exchange simply

im'olves unscheduling that topic and replacing it by another topic thc same way a
replacement is done for the topics on the lesser fa cilities
Appendix H
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Thc pseudocode is shown in

Figure 17a: Flowcbart of Algorithm To HaDd le Faci\it~· Unavailabi lity (Garrison
Training Area or Firing Range)
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Figure 17b: Flowchart of Algorithm To Handle Facility li nnailability (Garrison
Training Area or Firing Range) (Continued)
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Figure 17c: Flowchart of Algoritbm To Handle Facility Unavllilllbility (Garrison
Training Area or :Firing Range) (Continued)
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End """

Figure 18: Flowchart of tbe Decision Processes in tbe Replacement Scheduliog
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A topic not included in the eTO can be added to or removed from the schedule
using the last menu option. If a special event is to be added. the algorithm first
determines how many of these topics are already in the schedule and names this new
topic "Special" and augments the name by a number that is one higher than the number
of those already included. The topic including the information about the period it must
be scheduled is then appended to the list of topics and the algorithm increases the total
number of topics considered. The program scans the existing schedule and locates the
topic originally scheduled at that period. If thi~ topic is not part of a chain for
prerequisites it is unscheduled and the new special topic is scheduled in its place. Ifit is
part of a chain of prerequisites, the program tries to find a period prior to the topic it is
prerequisite to and tries to schedule it in place of another one with no prerequisites or a
topic from the last main group. the general topics. Ifi1 is only possible to reschedule this
topic at the period the topic it is prerequisite of is scheduled. the program performs this
scheduling. Then the process is repeated with the topic that had to be removed
Removing a special event or hour simply unschedules the one in question and
replaces it by employing the same decision rules as used for a replacement if a lesser
facility becomes unavailable. The whole algorithm is listed in Appendix H as
pscudocodc
After each exchange operation the schedule is updated and the revised schedule
displayed The new schedule shows then the same week and same platoon as previously
displayed
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v.

RESULTS

The rcsulti arc shown in three steps. FiBt, the computational results arc evaluated
together with the detmnination of what is the best combination of selection rules.

Next, a

possible scenario of use illustrates the steps the user has to take and estimates the amOWlI
of time needed. Finally, the benefits of having this program in use with reflections about
the acceptability of a computer generated schedule arc given.

A SCHEDULE CALCULATlOlX
The program was tested to delenrunc the best combinations of selection rules and
tie breaking rules. Another consideration in the testing was to compare the effect of fixed
(penalty from lhe eTC for not scheduling the topic) or variable (penalty from the CTa

modified by the remaining freedom for schduling) penalty calculation. The MOE's were
used as criteria to determine the best solution.

Additionally, a comparison of the

computation times was made to estimate guidelines for the user. The calculations werc
done on an mM compatible personal computer v.ith central processor unit Intel 80486DX-

2 and a processor speed of 66 Megahertz. l1ris machine was equipped ",,;th random access
memory of eight Megab.)o1es. It would have been desirable to run the calculations on a
machine identical to those it is intended to run on later, but none of these were available.
Therefore, the calculation times cannot be taken as absolute guidelines but as indicator
about stability of perfonnance. They will be larger on the machines the program will run
All the tesl~ for the best heuristic were done on the same data set. 1bi.s data set is
included as a sample data sel in Appendi., G. Table 4 shows the results for the twelve
combinations of sekction rules and tie breaking rules. In addition to thc MOE's, the
number of topics contributing to them are counted and stated in parenthesis below the
corresponding value. The shortest and longest calculation times have a difference of only
35 second~, thus the difference is not a decisive factor. An evaluation of all possible
combinations shows that the effect of fixed or variable penalty calculation cannot be
delennincd alone. Depending on the combination of selection and tie breaking rules the
effect of the penalty calculation can be reversed. Using the tie breaking rule of dependence
on the selection rule, the fi....ed calculation performs better. With random tie breaking the
variable calculation seems to produce beller resull5 For this testing the random tie
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bruking nut En each combination was performed once. More extensive testing is necessary
to determine whether the results arc statistically significant. Although the performance of
the calculation with the selection rule of the least freedom first and random tie breaking is
best., it is not chosen 10 be the implemented solution. The stable calculation, not based on

randonmess, of the same selection rule but paired with the dependence tic breaking rule
and a fixed penally calculation is used. This approach is only slightly worse in the MOE's
and two seconds faster in the calculation.

In addition 10 the final results, EntmnedUle comparisons are made between the
combination of rules. In Table 5 the effect of scheduling with and without the
improvement algoritlun is illustraled.

The improvement algoritlun has no effect on the

MOEt which is the penalty for topics that could not be scheduled. But En

an combinations

the other MOE '50 improved in general with the algoritlun activated. The last measure of
effectiveness which is the number of more than three consecutive lectures in a row on one
day is nol enforced in the improvement algoritlun.
increases.

Therefore, sometimes this number

But generally the improvement algoritlun is worth employing.

There is no

particular combination of rules that is either especially prone to improvement by the
exchange or resistant to improvement.
The testing on how many replications of the exchange algorithm should be run for
each platoon was also perfonned on the sample data scI. For the flI1it three

replication.~

the

MOE's got bener but no change could be detected after the third replication. For all
subsequent testing, the number of replications was fixed to be three.
After deciding on the permanent combination to be implemented, the complete
algorithm was tested on different quarters. The data sets for the quarters were constructed
to be as similar as possible. The following basis was chosen:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

a~sjg.n 13 days of Garrison Trallring Areas onith 3 night training parts;
assign 6 days of Firing Ranges ",ith 2 night firing exen:ise possibilities:
bave the Obstacle Course once a week;
assig.n 5 different date I times for the G)Tl1O.3sium as weekly data;
have the Sv.imming Pool 9·times in the quarter;
have company personnel not available 3- to 5-timl:s, the CpCdr on a weekly
basis;
assign MedPers 6-times, SecPers S-limes per quarter;
assign 1-fi1Priest 3·times and Soc Work tv.ice pt:r quarter;
include 3 special events;
have the same Battalion i ])h.ision requirements.
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With this basis the nms were perfonncd and they are compared in Table 6. As the
table illualTates the calculation time per quarter is fairly stable although the fourth quarter is
shorter than the others and has 44 fewer periods than the longest quarter. In comparison,
the MOE's vary a lot. The longest quarter uses ahnosl all of the available topics but does
not deliver a significant better result in the other MOE's. On the other hand the first
quarter shows the worst result in the measure of cffectivcnCllll for the topics that could not
be scheduled.

Although the same number of days on a Garrison Training Area are

assigned to that quarter, the placement of the night training days had significant influence.
Because night training can only be S(;hcdulcd if all prerequisites arc met, earty in lhe

quarter repetitions had to be scheduled. Therefore, later in the quarter other important
topics could not be scheduled. 'Ihis shows that the results arc sensitive to the placement of
the nighl training assignments. If night trairting is assigned in weeks 4 and 8 and one
additional night later in the quarter, bencr results could be obtained as the other quarten;
illustrate.

Comparing the results for a single quarler among platoons as shown in Table 7
indicalt: similar performance: for all platoons. The resu1ts do not single out a platoon that is
always the best or the worst in aU MOE's. But it also shows that the schedules are in fact
not equal. They have differences in aU assignments except the Garrison Training Area
(which is a result of the procedure of assigning topics there). It also shows that the number
of topics

oul~ide

a suggested time frame vary distincrn.'ely. The company c.ontroUed topics

have a spread of13 over a range from 38 to 51; thi.~ i~ a great difference. Other topics are
more evenly scheduled. Although the number of topic~ that could not b e scheduled does
not vary significantly, the penalty incurred for those topics has a range from 517 to 813.
This is caused by some topics that external instructors have to give and that could not be
scheduled for one platoon as well as some sports topics.
As stated above, the calculation times should not be viewed as some ahsolute

guidance for the times on the machine the algorithm is supposed to run on but as a measure
of stability. Times \.\-ill increase on slower,
his

OVon

les~

powerful machines but the user will have

time frame after performing the first calculation. Because of the stability. a Llrge

change in calculation time for any execution of the algorithm suggesl~ an eITor in the input
data
The program produces the schedule \'>lth its accompanying report
illustrated in Ch.lptn rV.C.7 and Appendices Band C.
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B. SCENARIO OF USE
Wlth this program the task of producing a schedule is simplified and the amoWlt of
time needed to complete iI drastically reduced. TItis section descnbes a scenario of use to
illustrate how the scheduling with this computer-aided approach might be done. The times
for the taskJ are estimates. Field tests to verifY the numbers ",-ere not pcrfomted.
For this scenario it is assumed that the: scheduler is not new on the job; he hall
already done at least one schedule and is familiar with the present mmual way of doing it.
Furthermore, it is assumed that all the data have been provided to the company and the
scheduler with the guidelines the company conunandc:r wants to have followed. The time
he begins worlcing on the schedulc is assumed to be: one morning.
At first before actually starting the work the scheduler sits down and evaluates the
situation. He compares the framework for this quarter with the last one or if he can with
the same quarter last year. He should determine whether the number of platoons is going
to change or major other issues have to be incorporated. TItis should take about 15 to 30
minutes.

After this he should collect and sort all his papers and orden; with given dates

and times relating to the quarteT to have them ready to supply the data to the machine. A
wen organized Sergeant should take at most IS minutes for this step including the check
for completeness.
After this he can start entering the data into the machine. Assuming that he is not
that familiar with a keyboard and has to look at it to do his typing he might enter a set of
numbers, for example for a day on a Firing Range, in 30 seconds. He should take the
same time for other

sel~

of data. Using the sample data (Appendix G) as a reference this

would take approximately 40 minutes. Now the user should review the data in the machine
for completeness and correctness. This could take up to 20 minutes
H e has now spent between 75 ami 90 minutes to prepare the machine and himself
for a schedule, The program can be started now. In approximately ten minutes he has

th~

computer calculated schedule he can wod with,
The result can be printed or evaluated on the computer screen.

For bttter

comparison it might he good to use the printout because limited screen size makes it
impossible to display platoons or week.~ simultaneously. The time for printout depends
strongly on the printer (9- or 24-pin dot matn... ). Assuming a worst case this may take hall
an hour. :';ow he can evaluate the scheduJe for the remaining hours of the morning and
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implement his changes. This gives him three hoW'S to work on this. The reprint for fC'\iew
by the company commander and the platoon leaders can be done during the lunch break
because the printing needs no supervision.
That afternoon, each ofthc platoon leaders takes time to review his schedule and to
suggests clwtges. Simultaneously the company commander reviews aD schedules and
demand changes. This might take three hours and in the last hour a decision confertllce
could be held to coordinate suggested changes. One day has been spent on the production
of a new schedule.
In the morning of Ihe next day the Sergeant could implement the changes de<:ided

the previous afternoon and have the rniscd schedule ready early that moming.
printing multiple copies he might be finished with the schedule at lunch time.

With
In this

scenario with the underlying assumption thaI the personnel involved are available to tnlcw.

the schedule is completed in 1.5 days instead of the current 10 to 15 working days of
manua1labor with paper and pencil or index cards on a huge billboard.

C. BENEFITS ANIJ ACCEPTADILlT\'

Using a computer-aided approach to scheduling can reduce the time needed to
complete a schedule.

Furthermore, the schedule can be checked for consistency and

violations of any prcrequisite chains. The observance of aU requirements can bc tested
quickly. Rt:.ducing the time needed to produce the result should free the Sergeant for

hi~

other tasks and thus increase the level of readiness of the company in the area of his
primary responsibility.
The acceptability of the program has to be evaluated at two levels. 1be first level is
the user level and the second is supt:rior command level.

The user ""ill evaluate the

program from the usability point of view. The superior command ",ill focus on conformity
with regulations.
The main criteria for acceptance on the user level are ease of usc and the produced
result. Due to the structure of the program with its graphical user interface the program i~
easy to use and the untrained scheduler new to the job can carlyon start using it. The data
fonnal of date and time entries places the scheduler on a familiar basis with the data he is
dealing with. The result produced is delivered in a short time and the schcdule produced
provides a good basis for the training and possihle user interaction and
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improvement~

ThCTCforc, after getting used to having a computer calculated schedule the gain in time will
support the acceptance of the progTanl.
For luperior command the IUlderlying algorithm and field testing results are more
important. Any decision aid that is introduced into the Armed Forces has to conform to
regulations. This algorithm tries to emulate the regulations and guidelines from the catalog
of training objectives as close as poSSIble and minimizes any diversions from those rules.

Those diversions are introduced not by the program but by local conditions which could
not be changed by the company. Combined with the additional advantage of reducing the
time to produce the result this program should be acceptable by superior comm.mds after
extensive field testing.

D. TRAlNll\"G REQUIREMENTS

Since this program has been constructed v.i.th an easy to use graphical user interface
that features messages and labels that specify what has to be

\\onnen

where, the training to

use this program can be minimized. A tutorial with a sample data set that provides Ihe
ntctssaI)' data to perfonn the calculation shOUld be sufficient for a new scheduler to train
himself. The sample data set would allow a calculation that then could be modified 10 tesl
the exchange possibilities and their messages. The data scI would also allow for change in
the data to do a different calculation. This data set could be one similar 10 the scI that was
used in this paper to determine the best combination of rules for the algorithm
(Appendix. G).

If the ne .... scheduler is already computer literale il should take no longer Ihan a
morning or afternoon \0 get familiar with Ihe principle use of the program. A computer
illiterale person will need more time 10 learn basics ahout the machine

~I.

A1though there is no need for a special training course, incorporating this program
into the course a }"'BC-Defen<;e-Sergeanl

ha~

\0 take to learn the tasks for

NBC-Defcn~e

might be appropriate. This then insures thaI he knows what is available and may be more
v.illing 10 use it when he is confronted with it the first time he takes the job.

II

aL~o

prevents misinformation about the program being pa~sed from a scheduler 10 his successor.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis has shown that computcr.aided scheduling of basic training objcctives is

The heuristically constructed schedule fonns a lOud basis on which manual
The resulting schedule has face validity and could be used to
execute training in the form given. The program provides a quick solution with a
possible.

changes can be made.

calculation time less than the usual morning coffee break instead of 10 to 15 working days
of manual labor. In addition to the raw calculation time, lhe time for data input has to be
considered. 1bis time depends on th e typing skill of the user, but a complete set of data
should rarely take more than one hour to enter.
Therefore:, the goal to give the NBC-Sergeant more time to perfonn his primal}'
duties can be achieved with this program. The options for user interaction were created to
anow the user to modi£)- and update the calculated schedule to reflect changes. The COlTect
usc of these options can prevent a drift bem'cen actual implementation and th e data for the
schedule stored in the computer. This requires that

e\."et)'

desired change is not only made

on paper or in training ilSelf but has to be entcred into the computer. If this is h.andled
properly, the schedwe in the computer can always reflect th e training of the platoons
This program supplies the user v.ith a

~chedule

in code number fonnat and docs not

provide faciliti es to print any other fonn of the schedule.

Due to the .....aricty of

requir<:mcnts on how a schedule has to look either by battalion standards or division
standards, it was not considered appropriate to prescribe a format and sct a standard that
might not be acceptable .
Further areas of continuing the re~earch might be in modifying the improvement
algorithm to make it more sophisticated. This might increase the number of topics that are
scheduled in accordance with the suggested time frame.

Another step in the direction of

imprO\.ing the schedule could be implementing the backtracking option which is supplied as
an empty procedure in the current version.

This might crcate a better initial solution.

Having ShO'i\l1 that computer-alded scheduling of a large number of topics into a large
number of period~

L~

possible in a reasonable time, another step can be made to consider

scheduling for the non-recruit catalogs of training objectives as well. This would certainly
inen:ase the magnitude of the problem hecause some of those have a time span of nine
months instead uf three

month.~.

But those longer scheduling

ta~ks

are coupled with more

suggestions and restrictions that simplifY the manual scheduling process for the soldier.
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APPENDIX A: A MONTHLY VIEW OF MAIN SCHEDULE
OUTPUTS

April

Monday

Tue5day

Wedne!lday

19!H

Thur!!day

Frida y

SlIturday

5
Arrival
Du ty

of

P,ecruit !!

J6

18

19

G~rri !!on
Tr~ining

Are '"

D

~ir

':'r.9

n

22

23

2~ ",~,g.;,~ D

25

29

fi r ir.g
P: 4ng.; !!

lA

D

FigurE' A t: Call'ndar ror

Apn1199~
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With

~laJor

Assignments

Sunday

APPENDIX D, PARTIAL PRINTOUT OF A SCHEDULE
This appendix includes two weeks as they would appear in a paper printout. The
firsr: is week 1 for platoon I. The second is week 5 for the same platoon. 1bc complete
printout of this quarterly 5(;hcdule requires 39 pages.

Platoon: 1
Mond a y

':'ime

Tu e ';G;;Y

W&dr.",,,,d,,),
06/C~

7hur.!lday
ni(l ~

Fr i.d " y
C8 /04

Figur(' BI: Schedule for Platoon 1, Week 1
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Sat'~Tday

J9/0 4

Time

l":onday

Tue s day

Wecnesday

02/ 05

03/0 ')

0'/05

Th u rsday

05/05

Friday

06/05

Figure 82: Sch('(!ule ror Platoon 1, Week 5
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Saturday

APPENDIX C, PRINTOUT OF A REPORT
This report is produced by the scheduling program. The nm was performed w>ing
the tcst data sct listed in Appendix G. The margins have been modified to fit the page.
Date ;
Sta.rttime :

V 1!1g9~
17:15 : 5 0 : 36

Pl lltoo n " Thi 5 QUartoer
Total Number Of We(lks

13

:..;4

Tota l Number Of Pe : iods

In tEr media~e

REe5Ult Aft e r

Gdr~ison

1 68
399

ln te r:n ",di~ t'"

Re~ult

ke ~

Tr aining
HOLlr ~

) 0.

nOL:r~

aft.e, ri rin g

n-=-ecited f o r p latoon

!":,)E 1
1'::0£ 2 :
!-JOE )g :
MC)[ 2f :

MOl'
P.OE

81

~

:

:

68 t

Total

Plat oon 1

MOE 1 :

1946( 53)
19343 (135)
MOE 2 g;
9348(141)
MOE 2f:
125'« 21)
MOE 20:
3878 I 32)

Platoon 2
517 (19)
6318(39)
3116(47)
U8 ( I)
1139 (11:

"

16

Platoon 3
813(1 6 )
62 04 (~ 2)
3116(47)
324 (
130 7(12)

7:

19

616(18 )
6821 (0.4)

3116(47) Garr-l50n Tnin ing
517 ( 7) Firir.g Range .!!
H32 ( 9) External Per.!lonnel
21

MOE after excha ngin g .!!cheduled h o urs:

MOE 1 :
MOE
MOE
MOE
MOE
MOE

2 :

2g:
2f:
20:
3 :

1946( 53 )
18731 ( 130)
9348(Hl)
12 59( 21)
387 S ( 32)
50

Platoon 1
517(19)
61 0 ~

(38)

3116(47)

Platoon 2
813 (16:
6094 ( 41)
3116(47)

418 ( I )

324( 7)

1139(11)

1307 (12)
19

The follewing
Platoon 1
06 0 103 1 0S-00
l003 0 H OO- 0 2
99000 0 312 - 0 9
99 0 0 00 3 12 - 10
'<9 0 0 00 312 - 11
99~00031 2- 12

9 9 G0 0 0 31 ~ - 05
990000:OH-O"
<l 90 C\OO~

990000314·08
99000031 4-0 9

i 4 -0 7

9900Cl 0 3H - 0?

07
990 00 03, 4 - O~
~:· O ·) r:: 0 o l ' - 0 9

Da t e :
41 1 /1 99:5<:.arttime: 17:2 3 :10 :67

"

Platoon 3
6 1 £(18 )
65 33 (5 1)
3116(47) Ga rrison Training
5 17 ( 7) Firing Range"
1 432( 9) External Per .!l onnel
16

APPENDIX D: DiSPLAY OF SUB-MENUS IN THE INTERFACE

Figure D6: 'Preferences' Menu

Figure DS: 'Show I Print' Menu

~ ' :;,< .o:.;- " l,:- ,

t~1
Figure D8: 'Help' Menu
Figure D7: "'Indo'" Menu
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Menu
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APPENDIX E: DISPLAYS OF INPUT WINDOWS

Figure E3: Dialog Box for Swimming Pool

85

Figure E~: Dialog BoJ. (or CbidMaster Sergent Unavailability
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Figure [9: Dialog Box for Military Priest Anilability

l:i:::~r~

~: IIiII!'!'!'"!!~!"""!"~-~"

Figure E12: Dialog Bo). for Intercbanging Hours

87

( J ""du, .. l Personnel

Figure E15: Dialog BOl to Handle Unavailability of an External Instructor
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Figure E19: Dililog Box to Determine Number of the Copies to Print

~l ';:!'l."':~t.~~:r::"..",:.."; •..
~\, ....111"&1 I_d PQ'C •••fGe.--rlY

'f"
Figure [20: About Box
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APPENDIX F: DISPLAYS OF WAR1'l'INGS AND MESSAGES

Data

Figure F4. \\arnlDg Box for MIssing Slumming Pool Datil

91

Figure F5: Warning Box for Missing Obstacle Course Data

r ,,1 ', -.-. •- '- : ....' '.-:.' -:- ,
I t/ ';v::u:a:C::'
-:, t::;'l'C=:r
* . f __ ..-1 leiI-"lt.

I
c_tu,
Ir';:~·'.:; ~~:~.~~ ~);':
t.~;>..;.

[

\

,~

;pl.. . . eMft_ S'MI

Figure F8: Confirmation Request for Unequal Exchange of Days
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APPENDIX G, SAMPLE INPUT DATA FOR ONE QUARTER
TItis appendix features the quantity of input data nceded for the program to

produce a achcduJe. Data for instructor availability or unavailability can be omitiW. As
described, the program assumes that if they arc omitted, they arc either never or always
available. The data for facilities have 10 be provided to produce a meaningful schedule.
The algorithm does nOI execute if lhese data arc missing. All the sample data refer to the

second quarter of 1994.

The date entries in the tables arc given in the format

Day!Monlh/Year. Time data arc given in the 24 hour formal.

Event

Date

Arrival of Recruits

05 /04 /94

~eofRecruits

30106/94

~gal l Clerical Holidav

~~:;6~;::

~~.
"~",~~,,,:~,,---Y_+~03106194
O~2iO::,:6~!9~'---i
Legal ! Clerical Holida\
Table Gl : Calendar Dal('S for Second Quarter 1994

Date

Time

14 /04/94

1530-1610

I

Title i Tooic

Instructor

CpCdr

16/05194 10700-0835 BtlCdr
27/06194 0700-0835 I BtlCdr

Promotions and

A\Vard~,

Compan Muster

j lnfonnation on Actual Political Development~
Quantrlv Battalion Muster

Table G2: Special Ennts I Hours Not COl'ered in Catalog of Training Topics
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Dato

Time

12104/94

0700-1610

19/04194

0700-1610

28/04194

0700-1700

03/05/94

0700-2400

04/05/94

()()()()...16IO

I

10/05/94

0700-1610

17/0 5194

0700-2400

18/05 /94

()()()()...1610

31105194

0700-1610

06/06194

0700-1610

07/06/94

0700-1610

21/06/94

07()(}'2400

22/06.194

0000-1610

Table G3: Garrison Training Ana Availability in Second Quarter 1994

Time

Date

I
21 104.'94

I

Number of I

Number of

Subran es A
0700-1610

I

2

Subranges D

I

0

25104/94

0700-1610

05/05.194

0700-1700

2

2

11 /05194

0700-2400

3

0

1230-2400

2
2

25/05/94
09 i 06/94

I

0700-1700

1

I

0

I

1
1

Table G4: Firing Ranges ror tht' Compan)-

Dav of Week
Frida"

Startin Date

Time
0955-1130

0&.104.'94

Table G5: Obstacle Cuurse Assignments
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Routine Assi
weeklY

Th_

Day of Week

F"
Soturoay

Monday
Mon"'"
Wodn

Routine Assignment
weekly

Time
0905-1040
0955-1130
0700-1130
0700-0835
1435-1610
0700-0835

Date
07/04/94
08/04/94
09/04/94
11104/94
11 /04/94
13/04/94
Table G6: Gymnasium I

Athle~c

n",

we~ldy

weekly
weekly
wc~IJy

Field Assignments

Time
0700-0835
0955-1130
0700-0835
0955-1130
1230-1405
1435-1610
0955-1130
0700-0835
1230-1405

13/04/94
26104/94
02/05/94
24/05/94
24/05/94
24/05/94
14/06/94
28106194
28/06/94

Ta ble G7: Outdoor 1 Indoor Swimming Pool Ass.ignments

Function (Billet)

Day of Week

SlaT1ingDate

CpC<h
CpCdr
C Cdr
CpCdr
CpCdr
CMS
CMSt
CMSgi
NBCSgl
}..'BCS
NBCS
NBCS
NBCSgt

/I.,londa\-'
Tuesda"
Wedm:sdav
Wednes(\.w
Thursday
Wcdne!\dav
Thursday
]I.·Jonda\'
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
WednesdaY
Thunda '

04/04/94
05,'04:'94
06/04'94
15/06'94
16/06/94
15/06/94
16/06194
20/06/94
04/04 194
05/04194
06.104 194
15/06'94
\6 106194

I

Time
0700-0835
0700-0835
0900-1130
0700-1610
0905-1130
0700-1610
0905-1130
0700-1610
0700-0835
0700-0835
0900-1130
0700-1610
0905-1130

Table G8: Una\,allability Data for Company Instructors
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Routine
Assignment

wedJv

F1Ulction
MedPcrs
MedPeno
Modi'",
McdPen;
Modi'",

ModP",
SecPers
SecPers
SecPers
SecPers
SecPers
MitPriest
MilPriest
:MilPriest
SocWork
SocWork

D.",
18/04/94
20/04/94
21104/94
25/04/94
29/04/94
06/05/94
25/04/94
26/04/94
29/04/94
09/05/94
16/05/94
22104/94
20/05/94
24/06194
15104/94
27/05194

Time
0700-0835
1230-1405
0700-0835
0955-1130
0700-0835
0900-1130
0955-1130
1435-1610
0700-0835
0900-1130
0700-0835
0905-1040
0750-0950
0750-0950
0955-1130
0900-1040

Tablf.' G9: Al-'ailability or Erternal Instructors

Re uiremcnl
only on Frida' a.m.
at least two times a week
at most t\\o'o time~ a week

Nwncric Code of To ic
160101304
100lX
llOlX

Table GIO: Additional Battalion I Division Requirements
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APPENDIX H: PSEUDOCODE FOR PROGRAM
PIeudoco4c for coding date and rime data into periods:
read all input data for calendar dates;
read all input data from basic schedule: matrix;
read availability data for garrison training area and firing ranges;
CUlTentDay +- arrivaJ date + I;
PeriodCounler +- I;
while not al the dale recruits leave do
if it is not a holiday then
determine which day of the week is CurrcntDay;
ifit is not a Saturday or Sunday then
whUp periods in basic schedule not empty do
code period with dale, time and day ofwc:ek information;
code: period y.ith daylight information a~ 'Day';

increment PeriodCounler;
else

while periods on Wednesday afternoon in basic schedule not empty do
code period with date, time and day of week information of previous day;
code period with daylight information as 'Day';
.
increment PenodCmmter;
",'hilE' periods Friday in basic scheduJe nut empty do
code period with dale, time and day of week information;
code period with daylight information as 'Day';
increment PeriodCounter;
increment CurrentDay;
for all dates and times in gamion training area list and firing range li~t do
find the day in period list
compare the time with first and last p;:riod times on that day;
if they do not match then
calculate how many more periods on that day are needed:
detennine whether carly or late on that day;
find the insertion point ;
move all later topics for the amount to insert;
increase the period counter;
insert the periods with date and new time information;
code the day of week information same as the day used;
code the daylight information depending on the time and the quarter;
save period list and PeriodCounter;
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PKtutnmd .. for interchange hour algorithm:
read data from lpCCiallog file;
read the date and time infonnation from the dialog box;
detennine platoon from opened schedule;
determine status from override value;
convert dates and times into start periods and durations;
If durations arc not equal then
mow warning box and abort; (this cannot be executed)

....

check for violations;

If no violations or user override then
for j :'" 0 to duration - 1 do
Temp _ Schedule[platoon, start periodl + j];
Schedule[platoon, startperiodl + j)_ Schedule[platoon, start period2 + j];
Schc:dulc:[platoon, start period2 + j) _ Temp;
else
display confirmation box;

Pseudocode for interchange day a1gorilhm:
read data from special log file;
read the dale and time information from the dialog box:
determine platoon from opened schedule;
delemUne status from override value;
convert dates and times inlo stan periods and durations;
If durations arc not equal then
if not override then
show warning box and abOr1;
elst'
Length _ :Minimum(durationJ and duration2);
for j:'" 0 to 11inimum(durationJ and duration2) do
Temp _ Schedule[p!atoon, stan period! -'- j];
Schedulclpl.atoon, stan periodl + jj +- Schedulelplaloon, stan period2 -,- jj;
Schedule[pl.aloon, stan period2 - j] +- Temp;
If durationl < duration2 then
first _ stan period}:
{firsl always holds day thai was shorter}
second +- stan period2;
else
first_startperiod2:
second _ sian pt:riodl :
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for the shorter day find the period.<; that do not match;
insert as many as needed into the period list;
platoons do
IIhift the schedule for the number of inserted periods;
schedule a '0' {not existing topic '" W\SCheduled} there;

for

an

for j := 1 to Abs(durationl • durationl) do
Schedule[platoon, fint + Length + jj +-Schedule [platoon, second + Length ... jJ;
Schedule[platoon, sc:umd + Length + jj +-- 0;

the
check for violations;
If no '\iolations or user override then
for j := 0 to duration· 1 do
Temp +-- Schedule[platoon, start period 1 + jj;
Schedule[platoon, start periodl + j] +-- Schedule[platoon, start period:! + 11;
Schedule[platoon, start period2 -.- jj +- Temp;

else
display confirmation box;

Pseudocode for handling instru~~~.Ya....ilil,t!ilik
read name of instructor from di.alog box;
read date and time instructor i.~ no longer available;
convl:rt date and time into start period and duration;
if instructor = instructor that teaches each platoon indnidually th en
Platoon +-- platoon number from the displayed schedule;
for j :'" 0 to (duration· I) do
unscheduk Schedule[platoon, stan period ~ jJ:
while an unscheduled period exists do
search the list of topics for a topic on a facility that i.~ available and not used
by other platoons and the length of topic ~ remaining unscheduled periods;
If such a topic found th('n
scheduk it;
else
search for an unscheduled topic not in group 99 and length ~ remaining
unscheduled perioru;
I((such a topic exists) and (instructor is a,,'ailable) then
schedule it;
else
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achcdule topic from group 99;

; (endwhiJe)

. 1..
ror ph :"" 1 to total number of platoons do
for j :"" 0 to (duration - 1) do
unschedule Schedule[plt, start period + j];

while an unscheduled period exists do
search the list of topics for a topic on. a facility that is available and not used
by other platoons and the length of topic :> remaining unscheduled periods;
if such a topic found then
schedule it;
.1 ..
search for an unscheduled topic not in group 99 and length :> remaining
un~cheduled periods;
ir(such a topic exists) .nd (instructor is iI\Iailable) then
schedule it
else
schedule topic from group 99;

; (end while)

update schedule display;
save schedule in speciaJJog file;

Pseudocode for adding a special hoW" / event:
read date and lime from dialog box:
convert dale and time inlo period and duration;
count number of special events !hours in list of topics;
.append new topic to list of topics;
name it 'Special" + (Number of special C\'ent !hours + 1):
increase the total number of topics;
Platoon +--- platoon number from Ihe dispJayed schedule;
ir scheduled topic at period is not part of a chain then
unschedule it;
for j :=- 1 to dW"ation do
Schedule[P1aloon, period + j - 1) (- index to special topic:
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save topics that have to be replaced into set of replacements;
for j := 1 to duration do
ScheduJe[PIatoon, period'" j - IJ _ index to special topic;
while set of replacements nol rntpty do
llhift replaced topics to next eamest scheduling opportunity;
If (replaced topic can be scheduled prior to its decendant) and
(scheduled topic in group 99) then
schedule it;
remove topic from set of replacements;
unschedule the other topic there;
else
append topics 10 set of replacements;
scheduk first topic in set of replacements and remove it from set;

; (end while}
¢ te schedule display;
save scheduling information into special log file;

Pseudocode for removing a special hour f event
read date and time information from dialog box;
Platoon ~- numb~r of platoon from displayed schtdule;
convert dat e and lime into ptriod and duration infonnation;
for j:= 0 to (duration - 1) do
Schedule(platoon, period + jj ~- 0;
flag topic as unscheduled;
l\o'hilt' Schedule has un~cheduled hour do
search the list of topics for a topic on a facility that is available and not used
by other platoons and the length of topic ~ remaining unscheduled periods:
If such a topic found then
schedule it;
elst'
search for an unscheduled topic not in group 99 and length s remaining
unscheduled periods:
if (such a lopic exist.\ ) and (in~troclor is a vailabl~) then
schedule it:
else
schedule topic from group 99;
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APPENDIX (, PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The: code is prognumned in

BORLA.~

nJRBO PASCAL Version 7.0 (Borland,

TP, 1992) with extcn.sivc: use ofTIJRBO VISION that comes with the: language. Formats
of data the: scheduler normally uses are difficult to handle for a computer. Therefore, the
data have to be converted or coded for easier reference and use. This section deals with
the specific data structures used and implemented in the computer and the data conversion.

The complete listing of the code is available: upon request from the: institution that
approved the: thesis or from the author.
1. Data Structures
All data arc stored in rues and can be retrieved when additionaJ information
becomes availablt: or entered infonnation

ha.~

10 be changed. Separate files are kc::pt for the

CW'Tm1 qwrter and the nc:x1 quarter. Files belonging to the current quarter have as Ihtir

exttnsion ",qlr" and files belonging to the new quar1er
quarter carry the extension

" . old~ .

'·.new~.

Backup files for the 1asl

Data files with other extensions are shared files. The

files can be read y,ith a nonnal text editor but they contain hidden characters thaI are vit.ll
for the functionality of the program. Therefore, the only way to change information in
those files property is via the program.

Any anempt to do so using a te;..1 editor might

result in shifting or even ovenvriting some of the hidden characters.

Those hidden

charactefll are identifiers for the parts of the program that manage the data transfer bel\l.'een
a dialog box, the random access meffiOi)' (RAYI) and the file. Modifying those hidden
characters make the programs unable to read and to recover the data stored in those files
2. n ata Prf'paration and Conversion
Prior to initialing scheduling the dat.l have to be convened and coded inlo an

ea~~

accessible and maintllinable format as indicated above. A pseudocode description is gi'ven
in Appendix H. The training objectives in the eTO are stored in an array of record.... and in
the program only referenced by their position in tht: array. Topics out of the eTO that
have to be excluded iTom scheduling are deleted from the array
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The program uses tile notion of periods for assigning topics. Periods are
individuallraining segments of a length between 45 and 60 minutes. All training objectives
have to be scheduled in periods in the given training time between tile arrival and the

departure of the new recruits. An easy maintainable way for the computer to handle the
periods is the use of tota1 enumeration. By using J:lle data from the basic schedule of the
company in combination with the c..alendar data, the available periods

can be enumerated

dtroughout the quarter. The list of all periods in the quarter is stored as an array of records

where the index refen; to the number of the period and the fields contain the actual date
and aetual time. Additionally, the periods are coded with the infonnation on the day of the
week and day or night identifier. The first period available: for scheduling is the first period
on the day follov.IDg the arrival day, the second period is the next period on that day and
the last usable period is the l.1test period on the day prior to departure. The list of periods
contains the daytime periods coded from the base schedule. In addition, periods outside
that timeframe from the availability of Garrison Training Areas and Firing Ranges arc
incorporated.

h. Faci1iIUs and Instructors

All data from training facilities, availability of ex1emal instructors and nonavailability of company instructors arc converted into their period equivalent. The use of
periods is easier for comparison than using the actual dates and times.

C<lmparing two

numbers is less computation effort than comparing strings of data. If somc infonnation
about instruetors has not been given (that is the flits are empty), the program assumes that
the instructor is either never or al ..... ays available

EXiemal instructors arc assumed to be

never available and company instructors always. These data are kept in array of \inktd
lists.
c.. Otho" Conversions
The data for the requirements from divis ion and battalion level ar~ coded
into a data strueturt of a single linked list. For special events a combined step of coding and
prescheduling is takt:n. At first they arc converted into !raining objectivr;:s and appended to
the array of records for the trallting objectives. Then they are prescheduled into the
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appropriate periods in the schedule and marked that they cannot be moved to other

perioo..
The schedule itself at this point is kcpt in an [m x n ]-two-dimeruional
matrix, where: m is the: numba of platoons and n the number of periods. Siored in this
matrix is only the index of the training objective wroch has been scheduled 10 th e period n

for platoon m.
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